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Abstract

Abstract
Optical frequency conversion process allows one to generate coherent
light in wavelength ranges that are not readily available. It is well known
that because of dispersion, the phase mismatch between interacting waves
leads to low efficiency of frequency generation. Quasi-phase matching (QPM)
that uses crystals with a spatial modulation of the second-order nonlinear
coefficient χ(2), also known as nonlinear photonic crystals (NPC), is an
important technique to solve the phase mismatch problem. With proper
design of the quadratic nonlinearity modulation, one can not only obtain
efficient frequency conversion, but also make diverse applications possible,
including beam and pulse shaping, all-optical processing, entangled photon
generation and manipulation.
This thesis explores the fabrication, properties and application of various
types of NPCs. In particular, we discuss NPC fabricated in single-domain
ferroelectric crystals by using all-optical poling with near infrared
femtosecond laser pulses and high voltage electric poling; as grown
ferroelectric crystals with random sized ferroelectric domains; and orientation
patterned semiconductors grown by hydride vapour phase epitaxy.
Specifically, this research work involved the following topics:
1. Systematic investigation of a novel technique of direct writing of
ferroelectric domains using near-infrared femtosecond laser pulses.
Domain inversion in a LiNbO3 crystal was realized by its illumination
with ultra-short infrared pulses only, without applying any external
electric field. The quality of the inverted domains was characterized
by Cerenkov second harmonic microscopy (CSHM) and selective
chemical etching, respectively. The optically poled regions were not
confined to the surface, but extended deep into the crystal. This is a
significant result surpassing the capability of the traditional ultraviolet
(UV) all-optical poling technique. As an experimental demonstration,
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a QPM structure in a LiNbO3 channel waveguide was fabricated by
this infrared laser poling technique allowing efficient frequency
doubling of 815 nm light beam.
2. Experimental studies of the application of as-grown calcium
barium niobate (CBN) crystal for a broadband frequency
conversion. This frequency conversion process is similar to
broadband harmonic generation in commonly used strontium
barium niobate (SBN) crystal, but results in higher conversion
efficiency reflecting a larger effective nonlinear coefficient of the
CBN crystal. We also analyzed the spatial distribution of the
intensity of the generated radiation as well as its polarization
properties. This study contributes to a simpler and more efficient
realization of broadband frequency conversion devices in a wide
class of nonlinear optical media.
3. Experimental

studies

of

multistep

cascading

frequency

conversion processes in a custom-cut periodically poled lithium
niobate crystal. By employing the total internal reflection inside
the sample, we combined quasi-phase matched collinear and
Cerenkov nonlinear sum frequency mixing to achieve enhanced
fourth harmonic generation in a single periodically poled lithium
niobate crystal.
4. Experimental investigation of nonlinear diffraction in an
orientation-patterned semiconductor. By employing a new
transverse

geometry

of

interaction,

nonlinear

Cerenkov,

nonlinear Raman-Nath and nonlinear Bragg diffractions were
identified according to different configurations of quasi-phase
matching conditions. The study extends the concept of transverse
nonlinear parametric interaction toward infrared frequency
conversion in semiconductors. It also offers an effective
nondestructive method of visualization and diagnostic of spatial
variations of second-order nonlinearity inside semiconductors.
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1.1 Laser and nonlinear optics
Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation, also known as laser,
is one of the most revolutionary invention in the twentieth century. Schawlow
and Townes proposed a technique for the generation of laser in the infrared
and visible region of the spectrum in 1958 [1]. After that, lots of researchers
compete with each other for realization of the first laser. In 1960, Mainman
created the first laser at the Hughes Research Laboratory in California, by
shining a high power flash lamp on a ruby rod with silver coated surfaces [2].
The invention of laser marks the beginning of an exciting and extremely
active research field, nonlinear optics, which describes the light-matter
interaction in optical media, in which the dielectric polarization P responds
nonlinearly to the electric field E, of the light. The extraordinary high
intensity electric field of laser beams make nonlinear phenomena observable.
The first nonlinear phenomenon was second harmonic generation reported by
P. A. Franken, et al. in 1961 [3]. They doubled the frequency of a pulsed ruby
laser (694.3 nm to 347.2 nm) by focusing it inside a crystalline quartz sample.
After that, subsequent nonlinear phenomena were reported at a tremendously
rapid rate. These include sum frequency generation [4, 5], difference
frequency generation [6], parametric amplification and oscillation [7, 8],
multi-photon absorption [9], self-focusing[10], stimulated scattering [11], etc.
In the meantime, J. A. Armstrong and N. Bloembergen, et al.
theoretically investigated some essential issues in nonlinear optics and
presented the explicit analytical solutions to three and four coupled wave
nonlinear equations. They proposed for the first time that the phase matching
condition could be fulfilled by periodically changing the sign of nonlinear
susceptibility. This technique, now known as quasi-phase matching (QPM)
[12], has become a universal solution to the problem of phase mismatch.
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Subsequently Kleinman published a paper discussing the physical
mechanisms of nonlinear dielectric polarization in optical media [13]. He
systematically studied the notation used to describe nonlinear properties of
crystals. Previously used 18 independent components of nonlinear
susceptibility were reduced to at most 10 nonlinear coefficients which greatly
simplified calculations involving nonlinear susceptibility tensor. Midwinter
and Warner then comprehensively investigated the effect of the symmetry
properties of the second-order susceptibility tensor on the strength of the
phase matched output signal at particular azimuthal angles for all noncentrosymmetric uniaxial crystals [14]. They also tabulated the second-order
susceptibility tensor for each of the uniaxial crystals. Since then the studies of
nonlinear optics progressed rapidly and expanded into a new domain with the
help of tunable lasers and ultra-short pulsed lasers. Applications of nonlinear
optics have become increasingly sophisticated.
The goal of this chapter is to review the basic principles of nonlinear
optics in quadratic media. Section 1. 1 is a brief mathematical derivation of
phase matching condition in nonlinear frequency conversion. We will derive
the nonlinear wave equations from Maxwell's equations. Then by considering
SHG in a uniform and isotropic nonlinear medium, we will obtain the phase
matching condition in section 1. 2. Section 1. 3 introduces mainly two
approaches to solve phase mismatch, namely birefringent phase matching and
QPM. Section 1. 4 briefly introduces noncollinear second harmonic
diffractions in one dimensional quadratic nonlinear media. Section 1. 5
explains the motivation for the investigations presented in this work and
arrangement of the following chapters within this dissertation.

1.2 Nonlinear wave equation
One of the key point of nonlinear optics is to describe the propagation of
electromagnetic waves through nonlinear media. The nonlinear wave
equation describes the evolution of amplitude of light beams propagating in a
nonlinear medium. It is the main tool required to conduct theoretical analysis
and numerical studies of nonlinear light-matter interactions. We will derive
the nonlinear wave equations from Maxwell's equations (in international
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system of units), which describe the propagation of electromagnetic fields in
medium:

 E 

B
,
t

 H  J +

D
,
t

D  ,

(1. 1. b)

 B 0,

(1. 1. d)



(1. 1. a)

(1. 1. c)

where E and H are electric and magnetic field vectors respectively, D is a
dielectric displacement, B is magnetic induction, J is electric current density
and ρ is electric charge density. We also need the constitutive relations, also
known as material equations, which describe the effect of electromagnetic
fields on a material:

B 0 H + M ,

where

(1. 2. a)

and  0 are the permittivity and permeability of the vacuum. In this

thesis we consider charge and current free nonmagnetic medium, so ρ = 0, J
= 0 and M = 0. First, we substitute magnetic induction B and electric
displacement D in Eq. (1. 1. a) and Eq. (1. 1. c) using Eqs. (1. 2). Next, we
take the curl of Eq. (1. 1. a) and utilize Eq. (1. 1. c) to eliminate H. We obtain

By replacing  0 with 1/

c2 and using the relation   ( )   2 ,

we obtain the most general nonlinear wave equation:

The polarization P is induced by the electric field E of the propagating
light in the medium. In the case of linear interaction, as shown in Figure 1.
1(a), the polarization P is proportional to the electric field E:

,

(1)
where  is the linear electric susceptibility of the medium. If the optical
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electric field is strong enough, the polarization P becomes nonlinear and can
be expressed as:

where  (1) ,  (2) ,

,  ( n ) are the linear, second, third and n-th order

susceptibility, P L = P (1) is linear polarization and P NL  P (1) +P (2) +P (3) 
represents all the nonlinear terms.

Figure 1.1 Typical (a) linear and (b) nonlinear polarization versus electric field
curves.

+P NL for P and obtain:

We substitute

where

is a relative dielectric permittivity tensor. Since we

consider dispersive media, the relative dielectric permittivity is a function of
the frequency of the propagating light,

. The time dependent

electric field and the nonlinear polarization can be expressed as:
E (r , t )   En(r )ei nt  c.c.,

(1. 7)

P NL (r , t )   PnNL (r )e i nt  c.c.,

(1. 8)

n

n
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If we insert the electric field and polarization from Eq. (1. 7) and Eq. (1. 8)
into Eq. (1. 6), we obtain:

In typical situation the term ( En (r )) is much smaller than  2 En (r ) .
In particular, for a plane wave, ( En (r ))=0 .

Neglecting this term in

Eq.(1.9), we obtain:

In real applications, we can choose the crystal orientation in such a way that
the above vectorial equation can be simplifies to a scalar equation:
 2 En (r )+kn2 En (r )  

where we replaced

n2
c2
0

PnNL (r ),

(1. 11)

2
by kn . The Eq.(1.11) constitutes the time

independent nonlinear wave equation.

1.3 Phase matching condition
Efficient nonlinear interaction depends sensitively on the relative phases
between interacting beams. Different optical frequencies propagate with
different phase velocities in a nonlinear medium because the refractive index
is wavelength dependent. Collinear second harmonic generation in a uniform
and isotropic nonlinear medium is the most prototypical and simplest
nonlinear optical process. In this section, the phase matching condition in
collinear second harmonic generation will be deduced from time independent
nonlinear wave equation.
A fundamental plane wave with complex amplitude E1 propagating in z
direction of a nonlinear medium, will generate the second harmonic wave E2.
The electric fields of both waves can be expressed as:
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E 1  A1( z )e  ik 1 z ,
E 2  A 2 ( z )e

 ik 2 z

(1. 12)

,

(1. 13)

where k1  2 n1 / 1 and k 2  2 n2 /  2 are the wave vectors of the
fundamental beam (FB) and second harmonic (SH), n1, λ1, and n2, λ2 are
refractive indices and wavelengths of FB and SH, respectively. By applying
Eq. (1. 12) and Eq. (1. 13) in Eq. (1. 11), we obtain:

12 NL
d 2 E1 (z) 2
+
k
E
(
z
)


P1 ( z ),
1
1
dz 2
c2
0

(1. 14)

22 NL
d 2 E2 (z) 2
+
k
E
(
z
)


P2 ( z ),
2
2
dz 2
c2
0

(1. 15)

According to Kleinman [13], the nonlinear polarization terms in the right
hand side of Eq.(1.14) and (1.15) can be expressed as:

P1NL ( z )  4 0 dij E2 (z)E1* (z),

(1. 16)

P2NL ( z )  2 0 dii E12 (z),

(1. 17)

The nonlinear coefficient dij represents elements of the quadratic
susceptibility tensor χ(2) by considering the so called Kleinman symmetry
conditions. The nonlinear coefficient dij is a 3×6 matrix whose non-zero
components depend on the point group of the nonlinear medium. The
following two examples depict nonlinear coefficient dij for lithium niobate
(LiNbO3, 3m point group) and calcium barium niobate (CBN, 4mm point
group).

d LiNbO3

dCBN

 0

  d 22
 d
 31

0
d 22
d31

0 0
0 d31
d33 0

0
0 0
 0

 0
0
0 d15
d
 31 d31 d33 0

d15
0
0

d31
0
0
0

0,
0 
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0 ,
0 

(1. 18)

(1. 19)
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If we insert the electric fields and nonlinear polarizations from Eqs. (1.
12) and (1. 13) into Eqs. (1. 14) and (1. 15), and use the so called slowly
varying envelope approximation (SVEA), which means

d 2 An
dz 2

2ikn

dAn
,
dz

we obtain

2idijw
dA1(z)
= - 2 1 A2(z) A1* (z)e-i
dz
c k1
2

idijw
dA2(z)
= - 2 2 A12 (z)ei
dz
c k2

kz

,

(1. 20)

2

kz

,

(1. 21)

where k is the so-called phase mismatch parameter, which represents the
dispersion induced difference in phase velocities of the FB and SH, and

k  k2  2k1 .
We can further simplify Eq. (1. 21) by using the so called undepleted
pump approximation, which assumes that the amplitude of the FB does not
change with propagation distance when the conversion efficiency is very low.
In this case, A1 (z) is constant, and the above coupled wave equations reduce
to one equation

idijw
dA2(z)
= - 2 2 A12ei
dz
c k2
2

kz

,

(1. 22)

The solution to Eq. (1. 22) is

iA12 dijw 22
æ Dkz ö i
A2(z) = - 2
zsinc ç
e
è 2 ÷ø
c k2

kz
2

,

(1. 23)

where the sinc function sinc(x) = sin(x)/x . Therefore, the intensity of emitted
second harmonic I 2  2n2 0 c A2 can be expressed as
2

I 2( z ) 

2dij2 I1212
3 2
1 2 0

cnn

 kz 
z 2sinc2 
.
 2 

(1. 24)
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Equation (1. 24) is a well-known equation which describes the intensity
variation of SH when conversion efficiency is very small. Although it is
obtained for plane waves in a specific case of collinear interaction using
SVEA and undepleted pump approximation, it reflects some important
characteristics for SHG. First of all, the intensity of SH is proportional to the
square of the intensity of the fundamental beam. Second, the SH intensity
depends strongly on the phase mismatch parameter k .
Phase mismatch between the interacting waves propagating in nonlinear
materials is a major problem in early research of nonlinear optics [12, 15].
The essential reason for phase mismatch is that normally all nonlinear
materials are dispersive. In the simplest case of SHG, the FB propagates with
wave vector k1  2 n1 / 1 while the SH propagates with wave vector

k2  2 n2 / 2 . We can see from Eq. (1. 24) that the strongest SHG could be
achieved when k is zero, which means exact phase matching. In this case,
we obtain Eq. (1. 25) and we can see that the intensity of SH increases
quadratically with propagation distance.

2 I1212 2 2
I 2( z )  3 2
dij z ,
c n1 n2 0

(1. 25)

In order to obtain exact phase matching, both energy conservation and
momentum conservation are required, which can be expressed as

1  1 = 2，

(1. 26)

n11  n11 = n22，

(1. 27)

We can deduce from the above two equations that this requires n1 = n2.
However, because almost all the materials are dispersive, the refractive
indices are frequency-dependent. It is difficult to fulfill n1 (1 ) = n2 (2 ) in
real materials what results in nonzero phase mismatch

k = k2  2k1 = 4  n2 (2 )  n1 (1 )  / 1，

8
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 sin(kz / 2) 
Equation (1. 25) can be written as I 2( z )  RI12 z 2 
 , where
 kz / 2 
2

R

2dij212
c3n12 n2

. From the mathematical point of view, this is a periodic
0

function with a period of Lc = π/ k , as shown in Figure 1. 2. The parameter
Lc, defining the length of the nonlinear medium providing the maximum SHG
efficiency, is referred to as the coherence length and will be discussed in
more details in section 1.3. From the physical point of view, the relative
phase between FB and SH determines the direction of the energy flow
between the interacting waves. Therefore, non-zero phase mismatch results in
periodic alternation of the direction of energy flow between both waves.
Initially the energy flows from fundamental to second harmonic and then
back, after the relative phase between both waves reaches π.

Figure 1.2 Periodic oscillation of phase mismatched SHG along the propagation
direction.

P. D. Marker reported the experimental observation of SH intensity
oscillation with propagation distance in quartz [16], as shown in Figure 1. 3.
In order to change the propagation distance, a quartz platelet was inclined
with respect to the direction of ruby laser beam by rotating about its z axis.
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Figure 1.3 Dependence of phase mismatched SHG as a function of propagation
distance in a thick quartz platelet [16].

Figure 1. 4 shows a typical curve for SH intensity as a function of k .
We can see that a small deviation of k would lead to a dramatic decrease of
SH intensity. In real applications, the phase mismatch in most nonlinear
crystals is an order of 1 μm-1 making efficient SHG almost impossible to
achieve.

Figure 1.4 Dependence of phase mismatched SH intensity as a function of
propagation distance in a thick quartz platelet.

Numerous strategies have been developed to solve the phase-matching
problem. For example, using waveguide dispersion to compensate for the
phase mismatch caused by the material dispersion in waveguide regimes [17].
Another example is harmonic generation in the gas phase, which can be
phase-matched by using an optimization of the content of the gas mixture
10
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[18]. However, the most practically significant solutions are birefringent
phase matching (BPM) [19, 20] and quasi phase matching (QPM) in
nonlinear photonics crystals (NPCs) [12]. In the following section, we will
mainly introduce BPM and QPM. The first one eliminates the phase
mismatch by adjusting the phase velocities of the interacting waves. The
second one provides a net compensation for the phase mismatch by
modulating nonlinearity of the material. The advantages and disadvantages of
these two techniques are discussed and compared.

1. 4 Methods of phase matching
1.4.1 Birefringent phase matching
Giordmaine and Maker, et al. independently reported that the phase mismatch
of FB and SH in potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) could be balanced
out by carefully choosing the polarization of waves and propagation direction
[8, 16]. This phase matching resulted in a 300-fold increase of SH intensity.
Midwinter, et al. extended this technique, now known as birefringent phase
matching (BPM), or index phase matching, to a more general case of threewave mixing [14].
The crystal they used in the experiment, KDP, is a typical birefringent
crystal. The refractive index of a birefringent crystal depends on the
polarization and propagation direction of light. Usually crystal with noncubic crystal structure is birefringent and one or two its special directions
govern the optical anisotropy whereas all directions perpendicular to it (or at
a given angle to it) are optically equivalent. Therefore, rotating the material
around this axis does not change its optical behavior. This special direction is
known as the optic axis of the crystal. Depending on the number of optic axes
in a birefringent crystal, the latter is either a uniaxial or a biaxial. Light whose
polarization is perpendicular to the optic axis is governed by the ordinary
refractive index no, while that whose polarization is in the direction of the
optic axis sees an extraordinary optical index ne.
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Here we take LiNbO3 as an example to illustrate the theory of BPM.
LiNbO3 is a negative uniaxial crystal which means that ne is smaller than no at
the same wavelength (ne < no). Most of the nonlinear media have normal
dispersion, which means the refractive index of FB is smaller than the
refractive index of SH, n(ω) < n(2ω). In order to fulfill the phase matching
condition, the SH should be chosen as extraordinary wave, while for the FB
we have two possibilities. In the first case, known as type-I phase matching,
both FB photons have the same polarization (ordinary light). In the second
case, known as type-II phase matching, two FB photons are mutually
orthogonally polarized, i.e. one is ordinary and the second one extraordinary.

Figure 1.5 (a) Birefringent phase matching diagram in LiNbO3. (b) Refractive index
curves for the ordinarily and extraordinarily polarized beam in LiNbO3 [17].

Figure 1. 5 (a) shows the phase matching diagram for LiNbO3. The
refractive indices of ordinary and extraordinary light are indicated by a circle
and an ellipse. We can see that at a certain propagation angle θ1, the refractive
index of an ordinary FB equals to the refractive index of an extraordinary SH.
We obtain the type-I phase matching condition.

no (1 )  ne (21 )，

(1.29)

At this propagation direction in the crystal, the differently polarized FB
and SH components have the same phase velocities so that the phase
matching condition is satisfied. Figure 1. 5 (b) shows the refractive index
curves for LiNbO3. We can see that if the FB is ordinarily polarized at a
wavelength of 1.078 μm and the SH is extraordinarily polarized at 0.539 μm,
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they will experience the same refractive index and consequently the phase
matching condition will be fulfilled.
In the case of type-II phase matching, in order to eliminate the phase
mismatch, the following equation should be fulfilled

k2e  k1o  k1e ,

(1.30)

where k1o , k1e and k2e represent the wave vector of the ordinary FB,
extraordinary FB and extraordinary SH. We can deduce from Eq. (1. 30) that

n2e =(n1o +n1e ) / 2,

(1.31)

where n1o, n1e and n2e represent the refractive indices of the ordinary FB,
extraordinary FB and extraordinary SH, respectively. The propagation angle
of type-II phase matching is indicated as θ2 in Figure 1. 5 (a). The
polarizations of interacting beams and the orientation of the crystal are
rigorously chosen to fulfill the phase-matching condition. This phasematching technique is called angle tuning. Because it is very sensitive
dependent on the angle of propagation, angle tuning is also known as critical
phase matching.
Since refractive indices depend on temperature, one can obtain exact
phase matching in a small range of FB wavelengths by tuning the temperature
of the crystal [20]. Simultaneous control of both temperature and propagation
direction makes it possible to fulfill exact phase matching condition in a
continuous wavelength ranges of incident beams, ensuring very high
conversion efficiency. Therefore, BPM technique is widely used in
generating tunable coherent light sources, like optical parametric oscillators
(OPO) and optical parametric amplifiers (OPA).
Despite the wide application of BPM, this technique suffers from several
drawbacks. One undesirable effect, especially in angle tuning, is that the
optical frequencies involved do not propagate collinearly with each other.
This is due to the fact that the extraordinary wave propagating through a
birefringent crystal possesses a Poynting vector that is not parallel to the
propagation vector. As a result, ordinary and extraordinary beams with
13
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parallel propagation vectors quickly diverge from one another as they
propagate through the crystal. This so-called walk-off effect limits the
effective interaction length of the two waves and decreases the efficiency of
any nonlinear mixing process involving such waves [21]. Although this
problem could be solved by temperature tuning, the other two connatural
disadvantages of BPM make it necessary to develop alternative phase
matching techniques. First of all, due to the restrictive angular, temperature
and wavelength acceptances, it is impossible to fulfill phase matching
condition in arbitrary crystals and for arbitrary wavelengths. Some materials
(like gallium arsenide, GaAs) may possess no birefringence, or may have
insufficient birefringence to compensate for the dispersion over the desired
wavelength range. For example, in LiNbO3 blue and ultra-violet (UV)
spectral range are inaccessible for BPM. Because of the vicinity of absorption
edge, the dispersion curves change rapidly, and even by angle and
temperature tuning, the phase matching condition could not be satisfied. The
second disadvantage is that the BPM technique is limited to off-diagonal
nonlinear tensor elements. In many crystals, like LiNbO3, lithium tantalate
(LiTaO3) and potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO4 or KTP), the offdiagonal components of nonlinear tensor are modest, typically below 5 pm/V
(see table 1.1), resulting in low conversion efficiency.
Table 1.1 Nonzero nonlinear tensor components of LiNbO3, LiTaO3 and KTP [22].

LiNbO3 (pm/V)

LiTaO3 (pm/V)

KTP (pm/V)
d15 = 2.7

d22 = 2.7

d22 = 2.0

d24 = 2.7

d31 = 4.5

d31 = 1.0

d31 = 2.7

d33 ≈ 27-34

d33 = 21

d32 = 4.35
d33 = 16.9
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1.4.2 Quasi-phase matching
Quasi-phase matching (QPM) was a technique first proposed by Armstrong
and Bloembergen in 1962 in their pioneering paper “Interactions between
Light Waves in a Nonlinear Dielectric” [12]. As we discussed above, the SH
intensity in a phase mismatched condition is a periodic function with a period
of coherence length Lc=π/Δk. The curve A in Figure 1. 6 shows the SH
intensity as a function of propagation distance in a phase mismatched
condition. In the first coherence length, the relative phase between FB and
SH is smaller than π, therefore, the energy flows from FB to SH. However, in
the second coherence length, the relative phase exceeds π, the energy is
transferred back from SH to FB. As a result, the SH intensity oscillates with
propagation distance. The basic idea of QPM is to periodically correct the
relative phase every other coherence length. Armstrong and Bloembergen
suggested many different ideas to obtain this phase correction [12]. They
include, for instance, periodic refractive index modulations (gratings) [23, 24].
However, this method generally results in relatively low conversion
efficiency. Another more efficient and commonly used QPM technique is
based on changing the sign of second order susceptibility χ(2), which is the
most commonly used QPM technique nowadays. Changing the sign of
nonlinear susceptibility means inducing a π phase shift between FB and SH.
Periodic modulation of the nonlinear susceptibility ensures the relative phase
between interacting waves is always less than π, therefore, the energy keeps
flowing from FB to SH. The SH intensity in a QPM structure is illustrated as
curve B in Figure 1. 6.
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Figure 1.6 Intensity of SHG as a function of propagation distance in phase
mismatched (curve A), QPM (curve B) and the exact phase matched (curve C)
condition [12].

Periodic modulation of the nonlinear susceptibility can be realized not
only by changing the sign of nonlinearity, but also by changing the value of
the nonlinear coefficient. Chapter 2 will give more detailed introduction to
different ways to fabricate QPM structures.
The SH intensity generated by a one dimensional QPM structure is
mathematically described in the following part of this section. This will help
us to better understand the mechanism of QPM and its advantages over BPM
technique. The nonlinearity of a one-dimensional QPM structure with a
period of  can be expressed as Fourier series

d ( z) 



 Dl e

 il

2
z


l 





 De

l 

 iGl z

l

,

(1. 32)

where Dl is the Fourier coefficient of the l-th spatial frequency component
and Gl = lk0 = 2lπ/ is the l-th multiple of the fundamental spatial frequency.
Replacing dij in Eq. (1. 21) with d(z) and assuming undepleted pump
approximation A1(z) = A1, we obtain

dA2 ( z )
i 2
  2 2 A12  Dl ei (Gl 
dz
c k2 l 

k)z

,

(1. 33)

This equation can be solved by integration of the right-hand side over z.
Considering that only the terms of the sum over l, denoted as m, contribute
significantly to A2, we obtain
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( G k ) z
iA1222
 (Gm  k ) z  i m 2
A2 ( z )  2 zDm sinc 
,
e
c k2
2



(1. 34)

and the intensity of SH
2 Dm I1212 2
 (G  k ) z 
z sinc2  m
,
3 2
c n1 n2 0
2


2

I2 ( z) 

(1. 35)

By contrast, equation 1.2. describes the SH intensity in a phase
mismatched condition in homogenous crystal as

We can see that the original phase mismatch parameter Δk is replaced by
the term (Gm – Δk), and nonlinearity dij by Fourier coefficient Dm. The quasi
phase match condition for efficient SHG is

kQPM  k  Gm =0,

(1. 36)

where kQPM is the quasi phase match parameter and vector Gm =2 m /  is
reciprocal lattice vector (RLV) of the QPM structure. RLV is provided by the
periodicity of the structure to ensure momentum conservation 2k1 +Gm =k2 .
Therefore, quasi phase matching condition can be written as

kQPM  k2  2k1  Gm =0,

(1. 37)

And the SH intensity becomes

2 D I 2 2
 k z 
I 2 ( z )  3m 2 1 1 z 2 sin c 2  QPM  ,
c n1 n2 0
 2 
2

(1. 38)

The nonlinearity of the QPM structure, denoted by d(z), can be
expressed as a square wave function

d ( z )  d eff sign  cos(2 z  )  ,

(1. 39)

where d eff denotes the nonlinear coefficient for the propagation direction and
polarization, sign (x) is a sign function and denotes the sign of x,  is the
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period of the QPM structure. The spatial variation of d(z) can be described in
terms of a Fourier series
d ( z )  d eff

m 

Fe

m 

 iGm z

m

,

(1. 40)

Fm is the Fourier coefficient given by

Fm 

2
sin(m D),
m

(1.41)

where D = ld/Ʌ is the duty cycle of the QPM structure, ld is the length of the
inverted domain and Ʌ the period of reversal. For the QPM interaction, the
period of the structure can be given by

  2 m /  k2  2k1  ,

(1. 42)

The SH intensity strongly depends on the modulation of nonlinearity d(z)
via the Fourier coefficients Dm. In the case of a duty cycle of D = 50%, the
strongest Fourier coefficient Dm = dij·2/(mπ) is achieved. Therefore, we
obtain the SH intensity in a quasi-phase matched process

Note that the tendency for I2(z) to decrease with increasing values of m, it is
most desirable to achieve quasi-phase-matching with a first-order (m = 1)
interaction. In this case, comparing the above formula with the SH intensity
in BPM condition in Eq. (1. 25), we can see that the SH intensity in QPM
condition is reduced by a factor of 4/(π2). However, as we discussed in last
part of section 1.3.1, the BPM technique is limited to off diagonal elements of
the nonlinear tensor dij while QPM technique can utilize the strongest element.
As a numerical example, the maximal component for congruent LiNbO3
(CLN) in BPM is d31 = 4.5 pm/V, and the strongest nonlinear coefficient is
d33 = 34.4 pm/V. If the first order QPM condition is fulfilled, then the
effective nonlinearity will be deff = d33·2/ π ≈ 21.9 pm/V, which means more
than 4 times increase in SH intensity. Therefore, although there is a decrease
factor 4/(π2) in the formula, QPM technique can achieve higher SH intensity
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comparing with BPM. The advantages of QPM also include the flexibility
and versatility of this technique. In principle, it allows for efficient nonlinear
interactions in at any frequencies in the transparency range of the material,
including materials without birefringence and wavelength range that BPM is
inaccessible. In addition, the beam walk-off effect can be avoided in a QPM
process by forcing all interacting waves to propagate at 90° angle with
respect to the optical axis of the crystal. Furthermore, the period of a QPM
structure can be adjusted in order to obtain a desired phase-matching
temperature. Operation at or near room temperature is therefore often
possible without resorting to critical phase matching or noncollinear phase
matching. This option is important for nonlinear interactions in waveguides,
where noncollinear beams usually cannot be used.

1.5 Noncollinear second harmonic generation
In the above sections, we introduced collinear SHG in nonlinear media and
obtained the phase matching conditions. Second harmonic generation with
harmonics emitted at nonzero angles with respect to the FB, i.e. noncollinear
SHGs, have also been demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally.
Considering the simplest case when FB propagates perpendicularly to the
periodic modulation of the nonlinear susceptibility, as shown in Figure 1. 7,
second harmonic waves can be emitted in different directions. As the
emission of harmonics resembles the standard diffraction from the periodic
index modulation, this process is called nonlinear diffraction [25].
In order to generate efficient noncollinear SHs, the following vectorial
quasi phase matching condition needs to be fulfilled

k2  2k1  Gm ,

(1. 44)
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Figure 1. 7 Collinear and noncollinear SHGs in a one dimensional nonlinear
medium. The red arrows and green arrows indicate the wave vectors of the FB and
SHGs. The green dots on the black background represent the far field of
noncollinearly emitted second harmonic beams recorded by a CCD camera.

The quasi phase matching condition of nonlinear diffraction can be
decomposed into the longitudinal component k2 cos  c  2k1 , and the
transverse component k2 sin  m  Gm .
It has been shown in Eq. (1. 38) that the efficient SH will be generated
by satisfying only longitudinal phase matching condition. If this happens, the
generated SH beam is called Cerenkov SH (CSH) [26-28]. This beam
propagates at an angle defined as

 2k1 
,
k
 2 

 c  arccos 

(1. 45)

On the other hand, when only the transverse phase matching condition is
satisfied, a number of the SH beams is emitted at angles determined as

 Gm 
,
 k2 

 m  arcsin 

(1. 46)
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This SH emission is called the nonlinear Raman-Nath SH [29], in analogy
with standard Raman-Nath diffraction in linear optics. Finally, when both
transverse and longitudinal phase matching conditions are simultaneously
satisfied the SH generation process is called nonlinear Bragg diffraction [30],
again in analogy with the well known Bragg diffraction process in linear
optics. The phase matching diagrams for nonlinear Bragg, Cerenkov and
nonlinear Raman-Nath diffractions are shown in Figure 1. 8.

Figure 1. 8 Phase matching diagrams for (a) nonlinear Bragg diffraction, (b)
nonlinear Raman-Nath diffraction and (c) nonlinear Cerenkov diffraction.

The CSHG was first theoretically predicted by Kleinman in 1962 and
has been intensively investigated since its first experimental observation in
1968 [26-28]. It is of great interest in applications like all-optical signal
processing, owing to its unique properties including high conversion
efficiency and noncollinear emission. One can manipulate the emission
properties of the CSHG by either changing the angle of the FB, or by
introducing reciprocal lattice vectors along the propagation direction of the
FB [31-33]. It has also been demonstrated that the intensity of the CSHG is
sensitive to the wavelength, diameter and position of the incident FB [34-36].
Cerenkov harmonic irradiations have also been experimentally observed in
other parametric processes, including difference frequency generation (DFG)
and high order cascading processes [37, 38].
The

nonlinear

Raman-Nath

diffractions,

however,

have

been

experimentally observed much later than the nonlinear Bragg diffraction,
which is mainly due to the lack of high intensity laser sources. Nowadays,
owing to the widely available femtosecond lasers, nonlinear Raman-Nath
diffraction, including forward Raman-Nath SH, back scattering and the
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cascaded Raman-Nath THG, have been readily observed and studied in
nonlinear media with spatially modulated χ(2) [39, 40].

1.6 Motivation and thesis arrangement
Quasi-phase matching allows for efficient nonlinear interactions by spatially
modulating second order susceptibility, χ(2), which brings appropriate
reciprocal lattice vectors in phase matching diagrams and makes it a flexible
and versatile method for applications like optical frequency conversion, beam
shaping, quantum entanglement manipulation, etc. The development of QPM
technique relies on advances in χ(2) engineering approaches and inventions of
novel χ(2) structures in versatile material systems. This thesis explores further
improvement of QPM technique in these three aspects. Specifically, four key
topics were investigated, including an advanced technique for fabricating
QPM structures, a new material for broadband optical frequency conversion,
a custom cut periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) for cascading
frequency conversion processes and nonlinear diffraction in orientationpatterned semiconductors. This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of QPM techniques, various QPM
structures, as well as details on fabrication and visualization of χ(2) spatially
modulated structures. This chapter also reviews the milestones in literatures
which have contributed to the developments of QPM.
Chapter 3 presents a detailed study on femtosecond laser poling
technique and its application to QPM. Laser poling is a direct writing
technique which can be easily employed for fabrication of various domain
structures without the requirement for any high voltage facility,
photolithography masks or ultra-clean environment. The parameters for
optical poling using an infrared femtosecond laser were systematically
investigated. As a demonstration of this all optical poling technique, a QPM
structure was inscribed on a LiNbO3 channel waveguide for frequency
doubling of a 815 nm light.
Chapter 4 presents a study of application of calcium barium niobate
(CaxBa(1-x)Nb2O6, or CBN) crystals for broadband optical frequency
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conversion. The commonly used SBN crystal suffers from a low Curie
temperature, which limits its applications at high pump powers.
Ca0.28Ba0.72Nb2O6 (CBN-28) crystal possesses a much higher phase transition
temperature and therefore could be used as a broadband frequency converter
even in elevated temperature. The spatial distribution and polarization
properties of the emitted radiation were analyzed.
Chapter 5 presents a study on multistep cascading frequency conversion
processes in a custom-cut PPLN. The traditional collinear QPM interaction
and noncollinear Cerenkov frequency generations were combined in one
single PPLN crystal. This approach offers the advantages of both interaction
mechanisms to achieve higher conversion efficiency of high order harmonic
generation via cascading processes. As a demonstration, enhanced fourth
harmonic generation (FHG) was experimentally realized.
Chapter 6 presents a study on nonlinear diffraction in orientation
patterned semiconductors. QPM in semiconductors offers a variety of
nonlinear interactions, in particular, in infrared. However, in most cases only
the collinear interaction along direction of the second order nonlinearity
modulation has been considered. This chapter demonstrates noncollinear
quadratic interactions in orientation patterned GaAs (OP-GaAs). It is also
shows that the Cerenkov SHG can be used as an effective nondestructive
technique for 3D visualization and diagnosis of domain structures inside
semiconductors.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of the key innovations
and suggestions for future investigations.
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Chapter 2 Fundamental aspects
of nonlinear optics in quadratic
media
2.1 Introduction
In 1962, Armstrong and Bloembergen, et al. proposed a technique, now
known as quasi-phase matching (QPM), to compensate the phase-mismatch
between the interacting waves [12]. By periodically correcting the relative
phase every other coherence length, the relative phase mismatch between
interacting waves stays below π and the energy keeps flowing from the pump
frequency to the signal frequency. Many ideas have been suggested to
achieve this phase correction, and QPM based on changing the sign of second
order susceptibility χ(2), is the most commonly used. Figure 2.1 shows a
typical one dimensional QPM structure, also known as optical superlattice. In
the 1970s, people fabricated QPM structures by stacking thin plates of a
nonlinear medium where adjacent layers were 180° rotated [41-44]. These
structures suffered from multiple Fresnel reflections and transmission losses,
resulting in very low conversion efficiency. Another disadvantage of this
method is the difficulty in fabricating and stacking plates thinner than 100 μm
due to the technical limitation of that time. This severely limited the output
wavelength range of a QPM structure, making spectral ranges like visible and
infrared impossible to reach.
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Figure 2. 1 A stack of thin plates of nonlinear medium periodically rotated by 180°
to realize QPM [12].

Over the past 40 years, improvements in photolithography method and
breakthrough in external electric filed poling (EFP) make QPM a mature
industrial technique. Parallel to the advances in technology are the
emergences of abundant new materials and structural schemes, all of which
have promoted the application of QPM in more areas. This chapter provides
an overview of the milestones in literatures which have contributed to the
developments of QPM. Specifically, four aspects of QPM technique are
discussed, including commonly used QPM materials, advanced design of
QPM structures, development of poling techniques for ferroelectrics crystals
and QPM structures visualization methods.

2.2 QPM materials
With increasing demands for QPM technique operating at higher efficiencies
over a broader range of powers as well as extended wavelength ranges,
increasing attention has been paid to other parameters of QPM materials
besides nonlinear susceptibility. These parameters include low absorption and
scattering losses, high surface-damage threshold, high thermal conductivity,
low thermo-optic coefficients, ease of crystal growth and processing, and
environmental stability. This subsection gives a brief literature review on two
kinds of commonly used QPM materials, including ferroelectric crystals and
orientation patterned semiconductors.

2.2.1 Domain engineering in ferroelectrics
Lithium niobate (LiNbO3 or LN) is a negative uniaxial ferroelectric crystal
with 3m point symmetry at room temperature [45]. The structure can be
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visualized as a hexagonal close-packed configuration forming oxygen
octahedra, as illustrated in Figure 2. 2 (a). In the ideal stoichiometric
composition, meaning a ratio of Li: Nb: O = 1: 1: 3, the centres of these
oxygen octahedra are filled one third by each of lithium ions, niobium ions
and vacancies. However, because of the weaker bond of Li+ - O2- comparing
with the Nb5+ - O2- bond [46], Li incorporation into the crystal is difficult,
resulting in a tendency towards the congruent composition of Li: Nb = 0.942
[47]. Congruent LiNbO3 (CLN) is more common and technically easier to
grow. All the LiNbO3 crystals used in this thesis are CLN.

Figure 2. 2 Schematic of the structure of LiNbO3 in the (a) and (c) ferroelectric
phase and (b) paraelectric phase. ∆Li stands for the displacement of the Li ions (in
gray) from the oxygen (in red) planes, whereas ∆Nb stands for the displacement of
the Nb atoms (in white) from their positions in the paraelectric phase. Both
displacements occur along the crystal c-axis. Selected from reference [48].

The crystallographic orientation of LiNbO3 is usually described with
respect to a set of Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinates and the z axis, corresponding
the crystallographic c axis, which is also the ferroelectric and optical axis of
the crystal. Above the Curie point (around 1200 °C), LiNbO3 is in the
paraelectric phase. As shown in Figure 2. 2 (b), the Li atoms lie in an oxygen
layer and the Nb atoms are at the centre of the octahedral oxygen cages.
Below the Curie point, Nb atoms are no longer centred at the oxygen cages
and the Li atoms are located either above or below the oxygen layers.
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Because of the Coulomb repulsion, both cations are displaced in the same
direction with respect to the oxygen layers, as shown in Figure 2. 2 (a) and (c).
This atomic rearrangement yields two important consequences. The first one
is that the crystal changes from inversion symmetric to noncentrosymmetric.
This endows the crystal with second-order nonlinearity and makes it possible
for frequency conversion applications. Second, the centre of mass of the
positive and negative charges are displaced, giving rise to a spontaneous
polarization as large as 0.7 C/m2 along the z-axis of the crystal. A region with
the same direction of spontaneous polarization is called a ferroelectric
domain. By applying an external electric field with enough intensity to a
domain region, the spontaneous polarization in the region can be reverted.
LiNbO3 is an outstanding ferroelectric crystal for frequency conversion
via QPM, not only for its desirable properties like broad transmission window
(0.35 to 4.5 μm) and large nonlinear susceptibility [49], but also for its mature
growth and processing industry, which make it relatively easy to obtain with
different optical grades, crystal cuts, stoichiometries and dopings [50-53].
Although LiNbO3 crystal is a versatile material, the relatively low
optical damage and the photorefractive effect hinder its applications in high
power laser devices. These disadvantages could be eliminated by doping it
with 5 mol% MgO, which would raise the optical damage threshold by 2
orders of magnitude and reduce the coercive field by 80% [54, 55]. Actually,
the coercive field of MgO-doped LiNbO3 (MgO: LN) crystal could be further
reduced at elevated temperatures [56]. Sugita, et al. investigated the side
growth of the inverted domains in periodically poled MgO: LN (MgO: PPLN)
and proposed to utilize multiple short pulses for electric poling to suppress
the side growth effect [57]. In 2003, Ishizuki and coworkers applied multiple
short pulses to a 3 mm thick 5 mol% MgO: LN crystal which was heated to
80 °C, and succeeded in obtaining a domain structure with a period of 30 μm
[58]. Two years later, they improved the thickness to 5 mm for MgO: PPLN
as well as MgO doped periodically poled lithium titanate (MgO: PPLT) [59,
60]. In 2002, they reported a 10 mm thick MgO: PPLN, as shown in Figure 2.
3, and used it to construct an efficient optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
with an output energy of 0.54 J [61]. Apart from LiNbO3, crystals like
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LiTaO3, KTP, potassium titanyl arsenate (KTiOAsO4 or KTA) and rubidium
titanyl phosphate (RbTiOPO4 or RTP) have also been demonstrated for QPM
[62, 63], and the aperture could exceed 5 mm [64-68].

Figure 2. 3 A 10 mm thick MgO: PPLN crystal with QPM period of 32.2 μm [61].

In order to generate efficient nonlinear interactions, the ferroelectric
crystals mentioned above require an elaborate poling process to obtain
designed domain structures. This poling process usually requires complex
and expensive photolithography equipment and high voltage electric field
poling facility. In addition, usually one specially designed structure could
only work for one wavelength or a very small wavelength range by tuning
incident angle and temperature of the crystal. Working in another wavelength
range would require another photolithography mask and poling a new crystal
again. Of all the ferroelectric crystals, those as grown crystals with randomsized ferroelectric domains have natural advantage in nonlinear parametric
processes. These as-grown ferroelectric crystals exhibit an irregular multidomain structure with rod-like domains, which leads to spatially random
modulation of the quadratic nonlinearity of the crystal [69-72]. Therefore, a
pool of reciprocal lattice vectors with random orientations and random
magnitudes, as illustrated in Figure 2. 4 (a), is available for phase matching
over a broad spectrum of wavelengths without any temperature or angular
tuning of the crystal. This technique is known as random quasi-phase
matching.
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Figure 2. 4 Schematic diagram for reciprocal lattice vectors (represented by white
arrows) in a randomly distributed domain structure. (b) Random domain structures
in the x-y plane of a SBN crystal visualized after chemical etching [73].

A typical example of the as-grown random ferroelectric crystals is
strontium barium niobate (SrxBa1-xNb2O6 or SBN), which is a ferroelectric
solid solution between BaNb2O6 (BN) and SrNb2O6 (SN) with tetragonal
tungsten bronze (TTB) structure and 4 mm point symmetry [74-76]. At room
temperature, a SBN crystal possesses a spontaneous polarization along the zaxis. Figure 2. 4 (b) shows the typical random domain structure in SBN
crystal visualized by chemical etching [73].
Apart from its random distribution of domain structure, other
outstanding properties of SBN include high linear electro-optical and
nonlinear optical coefficients, strong photorefractive effect and excellent
pyroelectric property [77-79]. Therefore, SBN crystal has attracted a
considerable attention in recent years for applications in nonlinear parametric
interactions. In 1993, Horowitz and coworkers were the first to demonstrate
quasi-phase matched SHG for a broad input wavelength range of 750-1064
nm in SBN crystals [80]. Later, the output wavelength range of SBN crystals
has been extended to the whole visible and a part of near infrared spectral
ranges [81-83]. Molina, et al. reported for the first time a qualitative
observation of third harmonic generation (THG) in SBN crystals, which was
the obtained by cascading of SHG and sum frequency mixing (SFM) [73].
Wang, et al. then obtained broadband THG in the range between 400 nm to
520 nm in SBN crystals, and quantitatively investigated the spatial and
polarization properties of the emitted spectrum [84, 85]. Besides its
applications in broadband frequency generation, SBN also shows great
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potential for conical and planar emissions, femtosecond pulse monitoring and
diagnostics, as well as frequency mapping from visible to infrared spectra
[86-90].
However, the phase transition temperature, also known as Curie
temperature Tc, of SBN is not very high. Sakamoto, et al. found that the solid
phase of SrxBa1-xNb2O6 exists in composition where x = 0.25-0.75 [91].
Within the whole available composition range, the Curie temperature varies
from 60 to 250 °C [92]. This is a main drawback of SBN for high pump
power applications, where under increased temperature the crystal would
undergo a transition to paraelectric state, and consequently the nonlinear
optical effects would disappear. Therefore, finding new as-grown
ferroelectric crystals with higher Curie temperature becomes a necessity.

2.2.2 Orientation patterned semiconductors
The infrared radiation has been widely used in spectroscopy, environmental
gas monitoring, military confrontation, telecommunication and biomedical
treatment, owing to its excellent properties including strong absorption by
various molecular species, less prone to scattering from microscopic dust
particles and water droplets [93-95]. Ferroelectric crystals like LiNbO3,
LiTaO3 and KTP all have a multi-phonon absorption edge around 4 to 5 μm,
which limits the infrared transmission range for these materials. Table 2.1
compares properties of LiNbO3 and several semiconductors. We can see that
semiconductors such as GaAs, GaP, ZnSe and GaN have broader
transmission ranges in the infrared, as well as larger nonlinear coefficients
comparing with traditional ferroelectric materials, making them ideal
candidates for generating infrared radiations.
Table 2. 1 Properties of several QPM materials. Data selected from reference [96].
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Since these semiconductors lack birefringence, QPM is necessary to
ensure efficient nonlinear interactions. Unlike flipping ferroelectric domains
in ferroelectric crystals, spatial modulation of the nonlinear coefficient in
semiconductors is realized by varying the crystal orientation. Usually two
kinds of methods were used to modulate the crystal orientation of
semiconductors. The first one is to bond a stack of semiconductor plates with
alternating orientations. Similar with the early stack-of-plate method in
ferroelectrics, Fresnel reflections and transmission losses at the interfaces are
non-ignorable. The second approach involves growth of orientation patterned
semiconductors by epitaxial growth techniques. Owing to the mature
epitaxial growth technique, orientation patterned semiconductors with total
thickness up to 1 mm, periods down to 30 μm and attenuation as low as 0.005
cm-1 have been realized [96].
There are several other technologies for infrared light generation. Gas
(helium–neon, CO2) and solid state (Cr2+: ZnSe, Er: YAG) lasers have very
limited output wavelength range [97, 98]. Chemical lasers like hydrogen
halide lasers can generate infrared radiations in wavelength range of 3-5 μm,
but the complex structure, large equipment footprint and expensive
construction are undesirable in real applications [99]. Recently quantum
cascade lasers (QCLs) have been investigated for infrared emission from the
mid-infrared (below 3 μm) to the far-infrared (~ 100 μm). However, the
output power of QCLs is relatively low [100, 101]. Comparing with the
above mentioned techniques, semiconductor QPM devices have several
advantages. First of all, one single device can generate a broad wavelength
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range in the infrared and the output average power is much higher. In
addition, QPM based technique can be integrated with developed infrared
fiber lasers, allowing for miniaturization of all solid-state laser devices.

2.3 Versatile QPM structures
With the increment of types of QPM materials, a large variety of QPM
structures with different functions have been proposed and demonstrated. In
the early days of QPM researches, scientists focused on finding poling
techniques for fabricating QPM structures with high optical quality, large
aperture and sub-micrometer periodicity. By meticulous designing of QPM
structures, one single crystal with high performance and multifuncitons can
be fabricated. The following paragraphs give a review on various QPM
structures which can be used for a variety of applications like broadband
frequency conversion, multistep parametric cascading processes, beam
shaping, manipulation of quantum entanglement, etc [102-105].

Figure 2. 5 (a) Multigrating QPM structure for OPO. By translating the crystal, the
pump beam interacts with different grating sections. (b) A PPLN crystal with the
fan-out domain pattern. The poling directions are indicated by the arrows on the side
of the crystal [106, 107].

In order to obtain tuneable QPM structures in one single crystal, the
simplest way is to use sequential or spatially varying QPM gratings. In 1996,
Myers, et al. fabricated a PPLN crystal with 25 gratings in the transverse
direction. The period of the gratings varied from 26 to 32 μm in 0.25 μm
steps. By translation of the crystal through the resonator and temperature
tuning, as shown in Figure 2.5 (a), they obtained tuneable infrared output
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from 1.36 to 4.83 μm with a 1.064 μm pump laser [106]. An alternative
method suggested by Powers, et al. is the so called fan-out grating design
[107], in which the period is slowly changing from one edge of the crystal to
the other, as shown in Figure 1.6 (b). This fan-out design provides a
continuous tuning of output wavelength without temperature tuning, which is
desirable for crystals that cannot be temperature tuned. Both two methods
mentioned above are still widely used in tunable OPOs.
Apart from transversely varying QPM gratings, longitudinally sequential
gratings can be useful for applications like generating cascaded nonlinear
interactions. Kintaka and coworkers reported a THG of 355 nm ultraviolet
light generated by a channel waveguide with two different periods of domain
inverted gratings. The first grating is for SHG and the second one is for sum
frequency generation (SFG) between the pump and the SHG [108]. Later,
Bosenberg, et al. also reported generation of continuous wave 629 nm laser
with a crystal consisting of two different gratings [109]. This method
however limits the available crystal length and the conversion efficiency,
because each grating period occupy one part of the crystal. In order to obtain
higher conversion efficiency, investigations on aperiodic and quasi periodic
domain structures, also known as optical super lattices, have attracted
increasingly attentions.
Zhu and coworkers suggested to introduce quasi periodic domain
structures into nonlinear optical materials for efficient high order harmonics
[110]. They designed and fabricated a domain structure in which two
antiparallel 180° domains building blocks were arranged as a Fibonacci
sequence. Figure 2. 6 shows a detailed illustration of a typical Fibonacci
quasi-periodic optical superlattice (QPOS), which can be used to generated
efficient THG through a coupled parametric process of SHG and SFG. Apart
from Fibonacci QPOS, a variety of other aperiodic and quasi periodic domain
structures have been investigated, such as phase-reversed gratings,
periodically chirped gratings and summed Fourier component gratings [111113], just to name a few. By diversifying the Fourier spectrum of the domain
structure, these aperiodic and quasi-periodic χ(2) gratings can provide several
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reciprocal lattice vectors for multiple phase matching conditions to be
satisfied.

Figure 2. 6 Illustration of a typical QPOS. (a) Two building blocks A and B, each
composed of ferroelectric domains with opposite directions, which are indicated by
arrows. (b) A QPOS composed of two blocks arranged in Fibonacci sequence. The
polarization of the FB is parallel to the z axis of the crystal in the THG process. (c)
QPOS domain structures of a single LiTaO3 crystal visualized after chemical etching.
(d) Phase matching diagrams of the process of THG in a QPOS, which has two
specially designed reciprocal vectors to compensate both mismatches in the SHG
and SFG processes. Images selected from reference [110].

In 1998, Berger proposed to use crystals with two dimensional (2D)
periodic nonlinear susceptibility for nonlinear frequency conversion [114].
These so called nonlinear photonic crystals (NPCs) have spatial variation of
nonlinear susceptibility tensor while the refractive index is constant. Two
dimensional NPCs increase the flexibility of the domain structures, and allow
to phase match several different processes in different directions. Broderick,
et al. first reported fabrication of a PPLN with a hexagonal domain pattern, as
shown in Figure 2.7, which provides multiple reciprocal lattice vectors for
efficient quasi-phase-matched SHG at different angles [115]. Other
application examples of 2D NPCs include generation of third and fourth
harmonics, simultaneous wavelength interchange, all optical deflection and
splitting [116-119].
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Figure 2. 7 Image of a 2D PPLN with a period of 18.05 μm and the first Brillouin
zone [115].

Figure 2. 8 Images of some quasi periodic and disordered 2D NPCs. (a) A shortrange ordered NPC created by putting randomly oriented basic units, as shown in the
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insert picture, on a square lattice. (b) Microscope image and (c) theoretical design of
a NPC designed based on the concept of binary nonlinear holograms. (d-g) Family
of radial photonic structures. The domains with opposite directions are denoted by
black and white areas, respectively.

In 2004, Baudrier-Raybaut, et al. demonstrated that disordered
polycrystalline ZnSe can produce 20 times more efficient difference
frequency generation (DFG) than that obtained from an ordered ZnSe single
crystal [120]. This has broken the existing perception that nonlinear
frequency conversion should be done in crystals with ordered domain
structures. Since then, the ideas of aperiodicity, quasi-periodicity and even
disorder have been introduced to NPCs. For instance, short range ordered 2D
NPCs, as shown in Figure 2.8 (a), have been demonstrated for broadband
efficient SHG and even cascade THG [90, 121, 122]. Other more complicated
structures like twisted NPCs and radial symmetric NPCs, also shown in
Figure 2.8 (b-g), have been used in applications like cascading, nonlinear
beam shaping, wave front engineering, nonlinear polarization switching and
others [104, 123-125]. For instance, asymmetric nonlinear photonic crystal
was used for nonlinear generation and manipulation of Airy beams by using
three-wave mixing processes [126].

2.4 Poling techniques
Ferroelectric crystals are the most commonly used materials for various
nonlinear-optical applications. The development and commonly used poling
techniques for ferroelectric crystals are presented in this section. Early poling
techniques for ferroelectrics were utilized during crystal growth. In 1980,
Feng, et al. reported deliberate fabrication of a laminar domain structure in a
Czochralski growth system, along with a demonstration of enhanced second
harmonic generation (SHG) in lithium niobate (LiNbO3) crystals grown in
this way [127]. They applied a modulated electric current or an eccentric
rotation to control the temperature fluctuation during crystal growth, which
results in periodic solute concentration fluctuation, or the so called growth
striation, along the direction of crystal growth. This growth striation induced
periodic ferroelectric domains when the crystal cools through the Curie
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temperature. Similar works were accomplished in chromium doped LiNbO3
and lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) [128, 129]. Fejer’s group also reported the
formation of periodic domains using laser-heated pedestal growth [130, 131].
Another way to fabricate domain structures is post-growth engineering
of single domain crystals using chemical diffusion and impurities substitution
[132, 133]. Fejer and his coworkers demonstrated periodic poled lithium
niobate (PPLN) waveguide using titanium diffusion. They periodically
deposited titanium on the +z surface of a LiNbO3 wafer and a subsequent heat
treatment in the 1000-1100 °C range produced domain reversal in the
patterned areas. By utilizing this technique, they demonstrated the first quasiphase-matched green, blue and infrared light generations [134-136]. Bierlein,
et al. also fabricated periodically segmented potassium titanyl phosphate
(KTiOPO4 or KTP) waveguides by titanium diffusion [137, 138].

2.4.1 Electric field poling
All the poling techniques mentioned above were not suitable for mass
production. The real breakthrough came with the invention of external
electric field poling (EFP). In 1991, Matsumoto, et al. reported periodic
poling of LiTaO3 crystal by patterning aluminum electrodes on the +z face,
heating to temperature near the Curie point, then applying a small voltage
(~1.4 V) to the electrodes as the crystal cooled and flipping the spontaneous
polarization at the electrodes [139]. Changing the orientation of spontaneous
polarization or reversing the ferroelectric domain, is equivalent to changing
the sign of χ(2). By defining the ferroelectric domain structure through
patterned electrodes, χ(2) of the material becomes spatially modulated.
Yamada, et al. then achieved a breakthrough in 1993, by demonstrating
periodic poling of LiNbO3 by external electric field at room temperature
[140]. In order to avoid dielectric breakdown before the coercive field was
exceeded, they used thinned LiNbO3 substrates. They obtained high power of
second harmonic generation (SHG) with a conversion efficiency of 600%/W.
This result sparked interest in domain engineering by high voltage electric
field poling (EFP) technique. Further optimization of this technique was
accomplished by Myers, et al., who used lithographic patterning and a liquid
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electrolyte consisting of LiCl in deionized water [141]. Figure 2.9 shows a
typical setup for EFP. This technique has proved to be reliable for fabricating
domain patterns with controlled period at a wafer scale. For instance, Myers
demonstrated 3 inch diameter LiNbO3 with uniform domain structures [142].

Figure 2. 9 A typical setup for electric field poling of ferroelectric crystals. Under
the applied electric field will be reversed those domains below the patterned
electrodes (conductor). The arrows indicate the directions of the spontaneous
polarization after the poling process.

Although EFP is the most commonly used technique for domain
engineering, it suffers from several drawbacks. The first is the relatively low
resolution of inverted domain structures by EFP. Usually the minimal period
is 3-5 μm and it remains challenging in fabricating domain structures with
sub-micron period. This limits its application in areas like generating SHs in
wavelength ranges shorter than visible light and generating backward SHs
[66]. Although fabricating domain structures with a period of 700-800 nm has
been recently demonstrated, these structures are restricted to one dimension
[66, 143]. Also, the side growth of these inverted domains makes it difficult
to accurately control the duty cycle of the structure. Secondly, the electric
field could only be applied along the spontaneous direction to reverse
domains. Therefore, in order to pole crystals like x- or y- cut LiNbO3, it
requires very complex electrode design [144, 145]. This is a significant
disadvantage, since many devices require other crystallographic orientations,
such as the electro-optic modulators and whispering gallery mode (WGM)
harmonic resonators, where x-cut LiNbO3 crystal is favoured. This drawback
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of EFP also means it is almost impossible to fabricate three-dimensional
domain structures using EFP. In addition, this poling technique is an
inflexible method because of the requirement of specialized high-voltage
poling setups based on photolithographically fabricated electrodes. Any new
design or even a minor modification of the domain structure such as a change
of its periodicity requires a new set of structured electrodes.

2.4.2 UV poling
Due to the strong absorption of UV light in ferroelectrics, the UV light
induced high temperature near the surface of the crystal can reach and even
exceed the melting temperature. The extraordinary high temperature as well
as the precipitous temperature gradient result in two kinds of totally different
effects on the crystal poling. One is the so called poling inhibition (PI) which
denotes the effect that the area illuminated by UV laser resists of electric field
poling. The other one is that intense UV radiation can directly reverse
domains without any external electric fields.
Poling inhibition is a two-step poling technique consisting of UV
illumination followed by homogeneous electric field poling. It has been
demonstrated in a variety of crystals using continuous-wave (CW) lasers with
wavelength ranging from 244 to 364 nm. Specifically, for LiNbO3 crystals,
all the poling inhibition experiments were performed on the +z face of the
crystal. Steigerwald, et al. investigated the physical origin of poling inhibition
in LiNbO3 crystals [146]. It was found that the lithium ions became mobile
under the UV light-induced high temperature and diffused out of the
irradiation area. Since basically the coercive field increases with the increase
of lithium deficiency, the coercive field of the irradiated area is enhanced and
therefore the designed domain pattern can be transferred to the crystal under a
homogeneous electric field.
The poling inhibited domains are defined by the laser tracks, therefore
are not confined by the lattice structure. It is also interesting that the PI
domains are not sensitive to overwriting. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.10
(a), where two subsequent laser tracks produced crossed line domains without
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indication of interaction with each other. In addition, the minimal separation
between two PI line domains can be a few hundred nanometers, as shown in
Figure 2.10 (b). However, the poling inhibited domains are very limited in
depth (less than 5 μm), which restrict the application of this technique in
fabricating real devices.

Figure 2. 10 SEM images of (a) a PI domain crossing obtained by two subsequent
laser tracks and (b) two PI line domains with a submicron gap. Replotted from
reference [147].

Under certain conditions, UV laser radiation can directly reverse
domains in the irradiated area without application of any external electric
field. This UV poling method has been demonstrated utilizing both CW and
pulsed UV lasers.

Figure 2. 11 SEM images of laser induced domain patterns on the -z surface of an
etched undoped CLN crystal written with different incident powers. Replotted from
Replotted from reference [148].
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The use of CW UV laser to directly write domain patterns was first
demonstrated by Muir and coworkers [148]. A UV laser of wavelength 244
nm was focused and scanned on both the positive and negative z faces of
undoped CLN, iron doped CLN and titanium in-diffused CLN crystals. The
optically poled domain patterns were visualized by both HF etching and PFM
measurements. It was found that the quality of laser induced domains were
strongly dependent on incident power. As shown in Figure 2. 11, when the
laser power was low, the domain pattern consists of dense nano-sized
domains and when the laser power was high enough, all the nano-domains
merged into a continuous domain, which however was usually accompanied
by undesirable thermal damage.
Muir, et al. found that using CW UV laser allows for a direct writing of
domain patterns on both -z and +z surfaces of CLN crystals. However, the
reversed domains on the +z surface could only be visualized by etching
instead of piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) [148]. This is because the
depth of reversed domains on +z surface was only in the order of 10-20 nm,
which is beyond the depth sensitivity of PFM measurement. They also
proposed a model to explain the domain inversion process using CW UV
laser, as well as the different behaviour on the two surfaces. Figure 2. 12
depicts a schematic diagram of the proposed model. Ferroelectric crystal
possesses a spontaneous polarization Ps which is associated with an electric
depolarization field Edep. Before laser irradiation, the crystal is in equilibrium
and Edep is screened by free charges and defects in the crystal, which create a
compensation field Escr with the same magnitude but in the opposite direction
to Edep, as shown in Figure 1.9 (a). When the laser beam irradiates the crystal,
Li and Nb ions move toward the paraelectric positions, which reduces the Ps
and consequently Edep. Because Escr is too low to react [149], a net field Enet is
created, as shown in Figure 2. 12 (b). In the meantime, the crystal absorbs the
energy of laser and produces electron-hole pairs. A fraction of them drifts
under the Enet and creates a photo-induced space charge field Esc-ph,
antiparallel to Escr. When the crystal cools, the Edep again increases and
compensates Escr, leaving a net field Esc-ph. If the Esc-ph is higher than the
coercive field, the domain will be reversed. This model agrees well with their
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experiments results of dependence of domain width on the incident power
and scanning speed. They attributed the different domain depths on the two
faces to the different mobilities of electrons and holes generated near the
irradiated surfaces.
CW UV lasers have also been used for direct domains writing on x- and
y-cut LiNbO3 crystals. This was was first reported by Steigerwald, et al., who
found that the scanning direction of the laser beam had a great impact on the
emergence and width of the reversed domains [150]. They suggested that the
domains were inverted by a bipolar electric field which was created by laser
induced temperature gradient. Further investigations carried out by Boes, et al.
showed that, CW UV laser irradiation can not only write, but also erase
previously written domain patterns, which makes it possible for tailoring
domain patterns [151].

Figure 2. 12 Schematic of mechanism for domain inversion using CW UV laser
beam. (a) Equilibrium state before laser irradiation. (b) Laser induced heat reduces
Ps and Edep, creating a net field Enet. (c) Charges separation produces Esc-ph. (d) When
cool, Ps and Edep increase, creating a net field anti-parallel to Ps. (e) If Esc-ph>Ec, then
domain inverts. Replotted from reference [148].

Direct writing domains have also been demonstrated using pulsed UV
laser irradiation. It was found that UV irradiation on the -z and +z faces of the
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crystal lead to quite different domain patterns. Therefore, the results of
irradiation on -z and +z faces are discussed separately in the following
paragraphs.

Figure 2. 13 SEM images of UV laser induced domain patterns using a 248nm laser
beam with different intensities (a) 340, (b) 370, (c) 400, (d) 430, (e) 460 and (f) 490
mJ/cm2. A phase mask was used to form periodic domain patterns, which were
revealed by HF acid etching. Replotted from reference [152].

In 2002, Mailis, et al. reported a modification of etching properties of
the -z facet of CLN crystals after irradiating the crystal surface with the laser
pulses of 248 nm [153]. Soon after many other researchers observed this
phenomenon using pulsed UV lasers with different wavelengths and pulse
durations [154-156]. Further PFM measurements proved that this
modification was caused by domain inversion after UV laser irradiation. The
laser irradiated area usually consists of arbitrarily distributed nano-sized
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domains, which requires a phase mask to be transferred into desired structure.
Valdivia and coworkers fabricated PPLN structures by illuminating the
crystal with different intensity of incident beam through a phase mask [152].
As shown in Figure 2.13, with increasing intensity of the laser beam, the
nano-sized domains become denser and form continuous domain lines in
Figure 2. 13 (d). Further increase of the intensity results in widening of the
lines and finally large areas of merged domains.
Irradiating the +z face of LiNbO3 crystals can also produce domain
patterns, which however have quite different morphology comparing with
domains on -z face. As shown in Figure 2. 14 (a), self-organized domain
patterns were obtained by using 298 nm UV laser pulses with intensity higher
than the ablation threshold [152]. These domains consist of lines aligned
parallel to each of the three crystalline y axes of the crystal. It is interesting
that when approaching neighboring domain lines, they never join or cross
each other. The width of the individual line was around 160 nm, which was
not sensitive to the intensity of the laser, while the density of the lines
increases with the laser intensity. In order to control the self-organized
domain patterns to obtain desired domain structures, a phase mask which is
orientated in one of the crystalline y directions of the crystal. Figure 2. 14 (b)
shows such a periodic domain structure obtained by irradiating a 266nm laser
beam through a phase mask. Most part of the structure was aligned along the
grating lines however, domain lines parallel to the other two y directions were
observed in the bottom part, which was caused by the inhomogeneous
irradiating condition.
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Figure 2. 14 SEM images of the +z face of undoped CLN crystals after pulsed UV
laser irradiation and chemical etching. (a) Self-organized domain patterns without
using a phase mask. (b) Periodic domain strucutre obtained by illumination through
a phase mask. Replotted from reference [152].

Pulsed UV irradiation can directly reverse domains on both polar faces
of CLN crystals. The exact mechanism is still under investigation, however,
several factors connected with UV illumination may be responsible for
domain reversal. Firstly, UV light is highly absorbed within a shallow depth
of the crystal, and the induced high temperature creates a reactive ablation
force, compressing the crystal and moving the Li and Nb ions closer to their
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paraelectric phase positions [157]. As a result, the spontaneous polarization
and the coercive field are reduced. Heating can also remove the surface
compensation charge and reduce the effect of bulk screening, leaving the
uncompensated depolarization field that supports domain inversion [158].
Secondly, UV laser possesses a photon energy higher than the band gap
energy and therefore can excite electron-hole pairs directly. These photo
generated charges can drift in the photovoltaic field, creating electric field
that is opposite to direction of spontaneous polarization. Thirdly, in the
cooling stage, pyroelectric charge can induce an electric field that may also
play a role in domain inversion [148]. As for the different behavior of
inverted domains on the +z face of the crystal, it is believed that these
domains are composed of charged domain walls with an angle to the
spontaneous polarization. These charged domain walls are the source of the
electro-static interaction between the UV laser reverted domains, forcing
them to deflect along an alternative path when they approach each other.
Regular domains have vertical domain walls which have no charge, and
therefore tend to merge rather than deflect their growth [152].
Although UV laser poling can directly reverse ferroelectric domains
without the need for photolithography and high electric field equipment, the
rather small depth of inverted domains and the undesired damages are fatal
drawbacks that prevent this method from fabricating nonlinear photonic
devices for real applications. Up to now, no practical devices have been
reported based on such UV inscribed ferroelectric domain structures.

2.4.3 Other poling techniques
Apart from EFP and UV poling, there are also other poling techniques. For
instance, light-assisted poling (LAP) uses weakly absorbed laser beam
(mainly visible to near IR range, but also some UV wavelengths) to reduce
the coercive field of the crystal and a relatively lower homogeneous electric
field to reverse ferroelectric domains [159]. The essence of this LAP method
is still EFP. Other poling method uses scanning force microscopy or electron
beam irradiation for micro to nanoscale ferroelectric domain engineering, but
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the obtained domain structures are still limited to a very shallow surface layer
of the crystal [160, 161].

2.5 Domain visualization
Domain visualization is an indispensable part of domain engineering process,
not only because it can reveal whether the designed structure is realized, but
also gives us better understanding of ferroelectric domain growth and helps
us to better control the domain fabrication process. Therefore, domain
visualization is usually required after or even during the fabrication process
of domain structures. A variety of techniques have been proposed and
demonstrated for this purpose. Some of them, like decoration of the crystal
surface with charged particles to reveal the orientation of the domains, have
relatively poor lateral resolution [162]. Other techniques, like transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), have very high lateral resolution and even allow
the detection of 90°domains, but require extremely thin samples [163]. This
thesis mainly focuses on investigation of materials with 180°domains, which
means anti-parallel domains with opposite orientation of spontaneous
polarization or with different sign of χ(2). In this section, three kinds of
domain visualization techniques are presented and discussed. For more
comprehensive introductions to domain visualization techniques, one may
refer to the reference [164].

2.5.1 Chemical etching
Selective chemical etching is one of the most commonly used technique for
high-resolution visualization of ferroelectric domain structures. The
following figure illustrates the selective etching process in PPLN. Due to the
different etching rates of the positive and negative ends of ferroelectric
dipoles, domain structures can be revealed as topographical features. After
chemical etching, surface profiling methods like scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) can provide reliable
images of domain structure with high resolution.
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Figure 2. 15 Schematic of chemical etching of z-cut PPLN, viewed in cross section.
The arrows stand for the direction of the domains (spontaneous polarization).

The first chemical etching experiment was conducted in Barium titanate
(BaTiO3) using hydrofluoric acid (HF) [165]. It has been shown that the
positive end of the electric polarization etches much faster than the negative
one. Since then, results for etching of domains in different crystals have been
reported. Normally, the etchant for LiNbO3 is pure HF acid or a 1: 2 mixture
of HF and hydrogen nitrate (HNO3). All the etching experiments for LiNbO3
in this thesis were conducted in pure HF acid at room temperature. In this
condition, it was reported that the etch rate of -z face of LiNbO3 is about 0.8
μm/h, whereas the +z face remains virtually untouched after 600 hours [166].
Chemical etching is a fast, relatively simple method and can achieve a
resolution < 0.1 μm. However, it suffers from several drawbacks. First of all,
it is a destructive process for the surface of the crystal, which means the
etched crystal may not be able to use for further applications. Secondly, it
does not provide in situ visualization of domain reversal process. Lastly, it is
almost impossible for chemical etching to visualize three-dimensional profile
of domain structures. Chemical etching basically only reveals the surface
domain structures. If we want to visualize the domain structure deep inside
the crystal, a series of polishing and etching would be required. Considering
the difficulty in rebuilding the three-dimensional profile with massive twodimensional images of domains, as well as the time needed for the whole
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process, it is virtually impossible for chemical etching to provide threedimensional imaging of domain structures.

2.5.2 Piezoresponse force microscopy
As a variant of atomic force microscopy (AFM), piezoresponse force
microscopy (PFM) can not only image the topography, but also the domain
structures in a ferroelectric crystal. A typical experimental setup for PFM is
illustrated in Figure 2.16. PFM was first demonstrated for visualization of
ferroelectric domains by oscillating the probe tip on a Gd2(MoO4)3 crystal
and detecting the resulting electrostatic forces via a lock-in amplifier [167].
Kolosov and coworkers then improved this technique and observed the
dynamics of domain growth with a resolution of 10 nm [168]. This is
achieved by contacting a ferroelectric surface with a sharp conductive probe
and applying an alternating current (AC) bias between the probe and the
sample. Since all ferroelectrics exhibit piezoelectricity, the applied electric
field results in changes of dimensions of the ferroelectric sample. For 180°
domains, the electric field causes the domains to either extend or contract
along the electric field direction. As for 90°domains, instead of piezoelectric
deformation along the electric field direction, a shear strain appears in the
ferroelectric, leading to displacements of the sample surface parallel to itself
and perpendicular to the polarization direction. By moving probe over the
sample surface, collecting and analyzing the deflection of the probe cantilever,
domain structures can be imaged with high resolution. The following picture
illustrates the working principle of PFM. A further development of PFM is
the so-called scanning nonlinear dielectric microscopy (SNDM) [169]. The
information about the local domain orientation is obtained by measuring the
point-to-point variation of the nonlinear dielectric constant of the sample.
This technique can achieve atomic scale resolution; however, this usually
requires an ultra thin sample with 100 nm thickness [170].
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Figure 2. 16 Schematic setup for PFM. The arrow in each of the domain stands for
the direction of the spontaneous polarization.

As a domain visualization technique, PFM is a nondestructive method with
excellent lateral resolution and can monitor domain reversal in real time.
However, the interpretation of the measurements is still challenging due to
the physical complexity of ferroelectrics, as well as the quantities of possible
interactions between the probe and the sample. In addition, the same with
chemical etching, SFM cannot provide three dimensional images of domain
structures.

2.5.3 Cerenkov second harmonic microscopy
The Cerenkov type frequency doubling process represents a nonconllinear
SHG emitted at an angle determined by the longitudinal phase matching
condition [27]. This name of Cerenkov SHG (CSHG) comes as a nonlinear
analogy with the famous Cerenkov effect, which describes conical light
radiation emitted when a charged particle moving at a speed greater than the
phase velocity of light in the dielectric medium [171].
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Figure 2. 17 Schematic of the CSHM. CSHG (a) can be detected when illuminating
a domain wall and (b) is absent when illuminating inside a domain.

CSHG is observable when illuminating the boundary between two antiparallel ferroelectric domains, while absent when the beam propagates inside
a domain. By utilizing this special property, Sheng, et al. proposed to use
CSHG as a tool for high resolution three-dimensional imaging of domain
structures in NPCs [172]. Figure 2.17 illustrates the experimental setup for
the so-called Cerenkov second harmonic microscopy (CSHM). The FB is
tightly focused by a high numerical aperture (NA) objective lens. During the
imaging process, the FB is scanning in three dimensions in a target zone
inside the NPC. The collinear SHG is blocked and only CSHG generated in
the NPC is collected by a condenser lens, measured by a photomultiplier and
analyzed by a computer. This can eliminate the contribution of strong FB to
the background noise. Since CSHG can only be detected when the FB
illuminates a domain wall, a very high contrast between the CSHG from a
domain wall and from a homogenous zone can be obtained.
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Figure 2. 18 Domain structures imaged by CSHM. (a) Congruent LiNbO3 with 2D
short-range ordered domain structure. (b) KTiOPO4 with 1D periodic domain
structure. As-grown SBN crystal at (c) x-y and (d) x-z planes, respectively. Images
from reference [172].

Figure 2. 19 (a) Three dimensional images of structures inside a CLN crystal
recorded by CSHM. (b) Transformation of an initially circularly shaped domain to
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hexagonally shaped (c) Formation of an irregular shaped domain due to the small
defect in the domain pattern. (d) A merging process of two initially separated
domains. Images from reference [172].

CSHM is a nondestructive technique which can provide direct imaging
of domain structures with a sub-micrometer resolution. It has been
demonstrated as a powerful tool for domain visualization in a variety of
ferroelectric crystals, as shown in Figure 2. 18 [172]. It is worth mentioning
that, the ability to provide 3D images of domain structures makes it an
outstanding one comparing with other domain visualization techniques. This
is realized by stacking 2D images recorded at different depths inside the NPC.
Figure 2. 19 shows a group of 3D images of domain structures in a congruent
LiNbO3 crystal [172]. Figure 2. 19 (b) shows that a well-defined domain of
initially circular shape on the +z surface transformed to hexagonal shape at a
depth around 1 μm beneath the surface. Figure 2. 19 (c) and (d) show
transition processes of irregular shaped domains. In addition, CSHM can
provide real-time in situ monitoring of ferroelectric kinetics during the poling
and growth processes of domains. Ayoub and coworkers reported an
experimental investigation of monitoring the domain kinetics during an
electric field poling process using CSHM [173]. They used an unpoled z-cut
SBN crystal and applied an electric field stepwise until 4 kV/cm was reached.
While increasing the electric field, a target region was scanned in three
dimensional and the recorded images are shown in Figure 2. 20. We can
clearly see the whole growth process of domains, including nucleation of
nanosized domains, the growth of domains in length and lateral motion of the
domain walls. Therefore, CSHM can help us better understanding the domain
reversal process, and also better control of the fabrication of NPCs.
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Figure 2. 20 Three dimensional images recorded by CSHM during the poling
process of a z-cut SBN crystal. (a) Background signal for 0 kV/cm. (b-e) Growth
process of domains with increasing electric field. Replotted from reference [173].

2.6 Summary
This chapter reviewed the early development of QPM technique in aspects of
QPM materials, structures, domain engineering and visualization techniques.
Reasonable selection of QPM materials, proper design of the structures,
effective poling and visualization methods are key parameters that ensure
efficient nonlinear interactions in the NPCs. Although the EFP has become a
commercial and widely used technique for ferroelectric domain engineering,
it suffers from inevitable drawbacks such as limited resolution, restricted
crystallographic orientation and reliance upon inflexible photolithographic
equipment.
Later it was found that intense light can assist EFP, and even directly
reverse ferroelectric domains under certain conditions. UV direct laser poling
has been used for fabricating domain structures with sub-micron resolution
and also been applied in x- and y cut ferroelectric crystals. However, the
optical poled domains were restricted to a very shallow subsurface layer and
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were often accompanied with inevitable damages. Therefore, UV poling is an
impractical method for ferroelectric domain engineering. Chapter 3
investigates the poling of LiNbO3 crystals using IR femtosecond laser pulses
in an effort to overcome the drawbacks of EFP and UV poling.
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Chapter 3 All optical poling using
IR femtosecond laser pulses
3.1 Introduction
Although, electric poling by means of periodic electrodes is at present
conventionally applied to ferroelectric domain engineering, there has been
growing interest to produce domain structures using light patterns [147],
which can be manipulated more accurately with a resolution up to the
diffraction limit. Therefore, it enables one to fabricate fine ferroelectric
domains with better defined details than those produced by electric-field
poling alone. Light mediated poling can also overcome the sensitivity of
electric poling to the crystallographic orientation of the medium including the
situation when the latter technique cannot be used at all [174]. As we
discussed in chapter 2, the light field has been employed in ferroelectric
domain engineering in two ways, i.e. LAP and UV laser poling. In LAP,
selective illumination of the ferroelectric crystal leads to a spatially
modulated coercive field Ec, which in turn results in spatially selective
domain inversion with application of an external, homogeneous electric field
[175, 176]. This method eliminates the need for structured electrodes, but still
requires application of high voltage. The second approach represents the
optical poling, where the illumination of a ferroelectric crystal with intense
UV radiation (c.w. and pulsed) leads to local domain inversion via
pyroelectric field, without applying any external electric field [148, 158, 163,
177-179]. The optical poling allows one to overcome a number of drawbacks
of electric poling, in particular, the fundamental restriction that the electric
field must be applied along the polar axis (i.e. z axis for LiNbO3) of the
crystal. Consequently, all optical poling allows one to create domain patterns
in x or y cut wafers, which is otherwise difficult by using electric poling [144,
145]. However, as UV light is strongly absorbed by most ferroelectrics, the
resulting ferroelectric domain inversion is restricted to a shallow surface layer
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(few hundred nanometers) [151]. This severely limits the application of such
optically created domain structures.
In this chapter, we present an experimental study on optical ferroelectric
domain engineering using near-infrared femtosecond laser pulses. We show
that the illumination of a LiNbO3 crystal by focused ultrashort infrared pulses
results in ferroelectric domain inversion, without applying any external
electric field. Since the LiNbO3 crystal is transparent in the infrared [53], the
inverted ferroelectric domains are not confined to the surface, but extend
deep into the crystal. As a demonstration of this poling technique, we
fabricated an efficient QPM frequency convertor in a LiNbO3 channel
waveguide.

3.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup of our optical poling is shown in Figure 3. 1(a). We
used a 500 μm thick z-cut congruent LiNbO3 (CLN) wafer which was
mounted on a translational stage that can be positioned in three orthogonal
directions with a resolution of 100 nm. The infrared laser was generated by a
femtosecond oscillator (MIRA, Coherent) operating at 800 nm, with a pulse
duration of 180 fs and a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The pulse energy can be
continuously varied from 0 to 9 nJ by using a half wave plate followed by a
polarizer.

Figure 3. 1 (a) Experimental setup for femtosecond laser optical poling and in situ
monitoring of ferroelectric domain inversion via Cerenkov second harmonic
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generation. The black arrows in the sample indicate the direction of domains in the
non-illuminated area, while the green arrow indicates the direction of laser reverted
domain. (b) Only a collinear (forward) second harmonic signal is generated in a
homogeneous area; (c) in addition to the collinear second harmonic signal, a conical
Cerenkov signal is generated when a ferroelectric domain wall is produced.

A linearly polarized beam was incident normally to the surface of a
LiNbO3 wafer through a microscope objective. The shutter and the three axes
of the translational stage were controlled by a computer using MATLAB
programs. When writing a domain pattern, the shutter was initially closed,
and the stage moved in three orthogonal directions to locate the beam on the
front (-z) surface of the target position. Then the sample was translated along
the z direction so that the position of the focal region moved from the -z
toward the +z surface with an average speed of v = 10 μm/s. When the beam
reached the back (+z) surface of the sample, the shutter was turned off and the
stage moved to the next position and the process was repeated until the whole
pattern was completed.
For an in-situ monitoring of the ferroelectric domain inversion, we used
CSHG. In this process, the fundamental infrared beam generates two kinds of
second harmonic signals. The first one, a non-phase-matched wave
propagates collinearly with the fundamental beam. In addition, there is a noncollinear second harmonic signal emitted conically at the angle determined by
the longitudinal phase matching condition. This Cerenkov signal is generated
only when the fundamental beam illuminates a region, where χ(2) is spatially
modulated, for instance, a wall separating oppositely oriented ferroelectric
domains [172, 180-183]. In other words, CSHG, which is normally not
observable in a homogeneous ferroelectric crystal, will appear if a focused
fundamental beam locally induces the domain inversion. To monitor the
appearance of ferroelectric domain, we therefore used a lens and a CCD
camera to collect and record the emitted Cerenkov second harmonic signal
[see Figure 3. 1(a)]. We found that illumination of the crystal with a
femtosecond beam led to the appearance of CSHG indicating the formation of
spatially localized ferroelectric domains. The graphs in Figure 3. 1(b) and (c)
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display typical images of second harmonic signals recorded before and after
the ferroelectric domain inversion, respectively.

3.4 Domain engineering using ultra short pulses
Tightly focused femtosecond laser pulses with high peak energy can promote
efficient nonlinear processes in transparent materials, including multiphoton
absorption, optical breakdown, ionization and avalanche ionization. Sensible
selection of laser parameters like wavelength, pulse energy, pulse duration
and repetition rate enables nondestructive material modification and ablative
laser machining.
In our experiment, the intensity of the laser in the irradiated position is a
key parameter for laser writing. Here the laser intensity is mainly related to
the incident power and the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective. Using
the above mentioned experimental setup, we tried to write two dimensional
dots with different NA (0.2, 0.3 and 0.65) and incident power. We found that
with lower NAs and full power (about 700 mW), the IR laser irradiation
could reverse domains. However, the laser reverted domains turned out to be
randomly distributed domain islands after chemical etching, as shown in
Figure 3.2 (a-b), which supposed to be two 5×5 domain matrixes with period
of 30 μm. With NA 0.65 and incident power of 300 mW, the laser intensity
was already high enough to reverse domains. In addition, the laser reverted
domains were precisely distributed in the irradiated positions, as shown in
Figure 3.2 (c). It was also found that there was a damage threshold above
which the laser irradiation would produce ablation spots. Figure 3. 2 (d)
shows ablation spots produced with NA 0.65 and pulse energy 5 nJ.
Considering the beam size and NA of the objective we used, the estimated
focus spot was 1.5 μm in diameter, which resulted in an ablation threshold Fth
= 0.28 J/cm2. This value is much smaller than the values using single laser
shot in reference [184]. Apart from the difference in pulse duration, the main
reason is that multiple laser shot in our experiment resulted in incubation
effects which consequently lowers the ablation threshold in the crystal [185].
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Figure 3. 2 HF etched domain patterns written with (a) NA 0.2 and pulse energy 9
nJ, (b) NA 0.3 and pulse energy 9 nJ, and (c) NA 0.65 and pulse energy 4 nJ. (d)
Damages produced with NA 0.65 and pulse energy 5 nJ.

Using microscope objective of NA 0.65 and pulse energy of 4 nJ, we
produced two-dimensional domain patterns with different periods. In
particular, Figure 3. 3 depicts square lattices with periods equal to 2, 1.5, and
1 μm. The images shown in Figure 3. 2 depict the z surface of the samples
after 5 min of etching in hydrofluoric (HF) acid. It is clearly seen that the
inverted domains were uniform over the whole area. In our experiments,
almost no domain merging was observed at a 1.5 μm separation between the
centers of neighbouring inverted domains [Figure 3. 3(b)]. The average
diameter of the inverted domains was less than 1.5 μm, which is comparable
with the focal spot size of the femtosecond beam. The neighbouring
ferroelectric domains merge when the distance between them is smaller than
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1.5 μm, thus allowing the production of domains of various sizes and shapes
[Figure 3. 3(c)]. Figure 3. 4 illustrates application of our optical poling
technique to fabricate complex domain patterns. In particular, we show the
optical microscopy images of square and hexagonal ferroelectric lattices, as
well as decagonal quasi-periodic and short-range ordered domain structures.

Figure 3. 3 Scanning electron microscopy images of square two-dimensional
ferroelectric domain patterns (after HF etching) formed by infrared femtosecond
laser optical poling. The period of the patterns is equal to (a) 2, (b) 1.5, and (c) 1 μm.

Figure 3. 4 Optical microscopic images of two-dimensional ferroelectric domain
patterns (after HF etching) formed by femtosecond optical poling. (a) Square lattice;
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(b) hexagonal lattice; (c) decagonal quasi-periodic; and (d) short-range ordered
domain structures.

The reported here femtosecond domain inversion bears close similarities
with the UV light poling technique [175, 178]. Therefore, it seems that in
both cases we deal with the same underlying physical mechanism. We found,
for instance, that domain inversion takes place only when the focus of the
beam moves along the polar z-axis from the -z toward the +z surface. In fact,
we could not observe any domain formation if the beam was tightly focused
on the +z surface of the sample while efficient domain formation was taking
place on the -z surface. These observations indicate the presence of
thermoelectric or/and pyroelectric field in the focal volume of the
femtosecond beam as a possible cause of domain inversion. In case of UV
poling this field was induced by strong absorption of the UV light just below
the surface of the crystal. The asymmetry of the thermal profile induces
electric field of either thermoelectric or pyroelectric nature, which can locally
invert the domain if it is oriented opposite to the direction of spontaneous
polarization and its strength exceeds the coercive field. Since the thermal
profiles at +z and -z surfaces are exactly opposite, only the profile near the
latter surface results in thermoelectric field oriented against the direction of
spontaneous polarization and hence is capable of domain inversion. As
lithium niobate is transparent in the infrared, the multi-photon absorption of
the high intensity light would heat the crystal in the focal area. While our
fundamental wavelength 800 nm is too long for band to band two photon
absorption (the band gap of lithium niobate is 4 eV) the process could involve
two or higher order photon absorption as well as defects or impurity states
within the gap [186]. The tight focusing within the crystal ensures high
temperature gradient and, consequently, high strength of the poling field. In
the region where this field exceeds the coercive field, the domain inversion
takes place. Moving the focal spot toward the +z surface promotes the
ferroelectric domain growth along the same direction.
It is worth mentioning that a different mechanism of domain reversal by
ultrashort pulses has been proposed by Fahy and Merlin [187]. According to
their theory the strong electric field of ultrashort pulses may accelerate ions in
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ferroelectric crystal increasing their kinetic energy such that they would be
able to switch between their two stable positions and subsequently flip the
direction of spontaneous polarization. Lao, et al. claims experimental
confirmation of this process [188]. However, no systematic studies of
inverted domain structure had been presented in that work. We want to stress
that this mechanism is entirely different from the one reported in our paper.
First, in order to accelerate ions, the incoming beam has to be polarized along
the polar axis of the crystal (z). In our experiments, the fundamental beam
actually propagates along the z axis and is polarized along one of the other
principal directions. Second, according to Fahy and Merlin, domain switching
process should be very fast, on a picosecond time scale. In our experiments,
the process of domain inversion was rather slow, so the crystal was
illuminated with millions of pulses and this behavior clearly points towards
time integrated process such as heating.
Having discussed the physical mechanism of domain inversion using IR
femtosecond laser, we used CSHM to investigate the depth and quality of
laser inverted domains in the z direction [172, 180, 183]. CSHM employs a
weak, tightly focused fundamental beam that is scanned along the x, y, and zdirections inside ferroelectric crystal leading to the emission of Cerenkov
second harmonic signal whenever the beam illuminates a ferroelectric domain
wall. In this way, two- and three-dimensional maps of ferroelectric domain
walls inside the crystal can be obtained. The power of this nondestructive
technique is demonstrated in Figure 3. 5, which compares images of the same
ferroelectric domain pattern inside a lithium niobate crystal obtained using
traditional optical microscopy after HF etching [Figure. 4(a)] and the
Cerenkov nonlinear microscopy [Figure. 4(b)].
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Figure 3. 5 Images of a square pattern of inverted domains in a lithium niobate
crystal obtained (a) using optical microscopy of HF-etched samples and (b)
Cerenkov second harmonic microscopy.

Figure 3. 6 Three-dimensional visualisation of a section of square pattern of
inverted domains by Cerenkov second harmonic microscopy. (a) The first 15μm
deep layer of the pattern (seen from the -z surface) illustrating good quality of the
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inverted domains. (b) Degradation of the domains structure at greater depths inside
the crystal.

The quality of domain reversal process is illustrated in Figure 3. 6,
which depicts three-dimensional images of the section of the square domain
pattern in lithium niobate from Figure 3. 2 (c). Figure 3.6 (a) shows the first
15 μm of the structure inside the crystal. It can be seen that our femtosecond
optical poling indeed allows one to fabricate a high quality domain structure
extending over tens of micrometers inside the crystal. In fact, we used a series
of polishing and HF etching cycles to confirm independently the length of
inverted domains inside the samples. It turns out that we were able to
fabricate domain structures extending up to 60 μm into the crystal. However,
at this depth domains were of rather poor quality. This is illustrated in Figure
3. 6 (b), which depicts the three dimensional image of the same fragment of
the square lattice but extended deep inside of the lithium niobate crystal. The
gradual deterioration of the domains is clearly visible.

Figure 3. 7 Focusing of a plane wave laser beam through an interface of air and a
LiNbO3 crystal. O is the geometrical focus, while O1 and O2 are the aberrated
focuses.
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Figure 3. 8 Focus splitting in z cut LiNbO3 crystal. (a) Writing amorphous regions,
also known as voxels, along z direction of a LiNbO3 crystal. Focus depth ranges
from 5 to 50 μm. (b) Confocal transmission microscopy images of voxels in LiNbO3,
which resemble the corresponding intensity distributions in the focal region.
Replotted from reference [189].

This is a consequence of few factors. First, the process of domain
formation deep below the surface is affected by the properties of light
focusing inside the crystal. It has been well known that high refractive index
mismatch between lithium niobate and surrounding medium introduces
spherical aberration, which under focusing conditions, leads to axial
deformation of the focal region [190]. As shown in Figure 3.7, when the
tightly focused laser beam is propagating from the air into a LiNbO3 crystal,
the rays of different incident angles are focused at different positions along
the z axis of the crystal. As a result, light distribution in the focal region is
enlarged along the axis direction the broadening of. Also, when light is
tightly focused into a uniaxial crystal along its optical axis, focus splitting
occurs [189]. Zhou, et al. observed this phenomenon when using tightly
focused femtosecond laser beam to fabricate amorphous regions inside z cut
LiNbO3. As shown in Figure 3.8, focus splitting occurs at depths larger than
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15 μm and becomes worse with increasing depth. All these effects reduce the
peak intensity in the focus region and therefore limits the domain depth. In
our experiments, no special measures were undertaken to counteract these
effects. In principle, one may use spatial modulation of the incident beam to
pre-compensate for the aberrations [191]. Second, domain reversal could be
affected by the temperature-induced stress in the crystal as well as the
photorefractive effect. In fact, the refractive index change was observed in the
experiment but it disappeared following the annealing of the samples in
200 °C. The role of these and other factors, such as the focal spot size, heat
diffusion, and the ambient temperature, on the quality and efficiency of the
domain reversal process will be the subject of further investigations.

3.5 All optical poled QPM structure
Recently, the fabrication of QPM structures in ferroelectrics using nearinfrared femtosecond laser radiation, at which the ferroelectrics are
transparent, has been reported [174, 192]. However, the approach used in that
work relied on decreasing the value of the χ(2)
reversing its sign.

The reduction of the χ(2)

nonlinearity instead of

was achieved by partially

destroying the crystallographic structure of the medium. The drawback of this
approach is that the fabricated QPM structure lead to a low conversion
efficiency (on the order of a few percent), and the light exhibited high
scattering losses (tens of decibels per centimetre). This problem can be solved
by using our all optical domain inversion technique, which reverses the sign
of the nonlinearity from + χ(2) to - χ(2) instead of reducing its value [193].
Therefore, propagation loss caused by material modification can be
eliminated and high conversion efficiency can be expected.
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Figure 3. 9 Schematic of direct writing of ferroelectric domain patterns in a Ti:indiffused LiNbO3 channel waveguide using femtosecond infrared pulses.

Considering the fact that the depth of our laser inverted domains is in the
order of tens of microns, we applied our technique to LiNbO3 channel
waveguides. The Ti-indiffused LiNbO3 channel waveguide was formed on
the -z surface of a 500 μm thick congruent crystal wafer. It was fabricated by
diffusing a 35 nm thick Ti stripe with a width of 3 μm into the crystal surface,
using a diffusion time of 22 h and a diffusion temperature of 1010 C. The Ti
waveguide was designed to be a single moded at the optical pump
wavelength of 815 nm, with a refractive index contrast of approximately Δn =
0.001 and a mode depth of ~ 3 μm. The loss of the waveguide was measured
to be around 0.1 dB/cm for both fundamental and second-harmonic TM
modes.
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Figure 3. 10 Optical microscopic image of the 2-D optically poled domain pattern
with the period of 2.74 μm in the x direction and 1.15 μm in the y direction.
Individual inverted domains are visible as small circles. Waveguide boundaries are
indicated with dashed lines. (b) Three-dimensional profiles of the inverted domains
obtained by the Cerenkov second-harmonic microscopy.

For the fabrication of the inverted domains, the waveguide sample was
mounted on a translational stage that can be positioned in three orthogonal
directions with a resolution of 100 nm. The infrared light for domain
inversion was generated by a femtosecond oscillator (MIRA, Coherent)
operating at 800 nm, with a pulse duration of 180 fs, a repetition rate of 76
MHz, and a pulse energy up to 5 nJ. The light was focused by a 40 ×
microscope objective (NA = 0.65), and the diameter of the focus spot on the
crystal surface was estimated to be around 1 μm [Figure 3. 9 (a)]. For each
inverted domain, the focal spot of the laser beam was translated through the
waveguide from the - z toward the + z surface with an average speed of v =
10 μm/s. An automatic shutter was used to block the laser beam when the
sample moved to the next region of domain inversion.
Figure 3. 10 (a) displays a typical image of the obtained two dimensional
(2-D) ferroelectric domain pattern after 5 min of etching in hydrofluoric (HF)
acid. Prior to etching, the sample was annealed at 200 C for 30 min to
remove any residue of photorefractive effect from the domain inversion
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process. The average QPM period is Λ = 2.74 μm (along the x axis), aimed at
frequency doubling of 815 nm light. In the transverse direction (y axis), we
realized domain reversion in a period as short as 1.15 μm. We also used the
CSHM [172, 183] to visualize the 3D domain pattern and confirmed the
inverted domains extending as deep as 28 μm [see Figure 3. 10 (b)] below the
surface, therefore ensuring a good overlap with the waveguide modes of
fundamental and second harmonic.

Figure 3. 11 Output intensity distribution of (a) the fundamental and (b) the secondharmonic waves in the far field. The coordinate system is that of the LiNbO3 crystal.

The annealed LiNbO3 waveguide with inscribed domain patterns was
used to generate quasi-phase matched second harmonic wave. We used a NA
= 0.1 microscopic objective to focus the 815 nm laser beam from the
femtosecond oscillator (MIRA by Coherent) into the waveguide and collected
the emitted second harmonic using a NA = 0.2 microscope objective. The
polarization of the fundamental wave is parallel to the z axis of the LiNbO3
sample (TM waveguide mode) to ensure that the largest nonlinear coefficient
d33 is used in the frequency conversion process. Figure 3. 11 shows the farfield beam intensity distribution of the fundamental and second harmonic
light after passing through the QPM structure. It can be seen that the beam
shape is well maintained in the frequency doubling process and that, in both
cases, the fundamental mode of the waveguide is excited, allowing for a high
mode overlap between the fundamental and the second harmonic waves.
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Figure 3. 12 Wavelength tuning response of the second-harmonic generation in an
optically poled LiNbO3 waveguide. The squares depict experimental results, while
the narrow curve represents theoretical tuning curve of 10 mm long ideal periodic
structure for a continuous wave case.

Temperature tuning was used to optimize the frequency doubling
process of the optically poled waveguide, and it turned out that the maximal
harmonic output occurred at 62.5C (see Figure 3. 12). The measured
temperature acceptance bandwidth is about 5C, which is wider than
theoretically predicted by using the Sellmeier equation for the LiNbO3 crystal
[194]. It is worth noting that the theoretic result represents the continuous
wave case, while the experiment was performed with 150 fs pulses. The
spectral width of such ultrashort pulses is around 15 nm. When the
temperature of the waveguide is tuned away from the optimal value at which
the central wavelength is quasi-phase matched, the contributions from the
other spectral components to the second harmonic generation grow as they
become phase matched. This results in the broadening of the experimental
temperature acceptance bandwidth [195-197]. In addition, the group velocity
mismatch between the fundamental and second-harmonic pulses restricted the
effective interaction distance of the second-harmonic generation [196-198],
which is about 83 μm in our case. The shorter the effective length is, the
wider the acceptance bandwidth becomes [199]. Another major factor
responsible for the broadening is the imperfection of the produced domain
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structures. It is known that in any poling processes the random period errors
are unavoidable. Such random deviations from the optimal QPM period will
also shorten the effective interaction length of nonlinear processes and
broaden the acceptance bandwidth [199].

Figure 3. 13 (a) Average power and (b) conversion efficiency of second harmonic
versus the average power of a fundamental wave at the optimal quasi-phase
matching temperature 62.5 °C. The black squares and red dots represent the results
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of quasi-phase matched and pure waveguides without poling, respectively. The inset
depicts details of SHG in the latter case.

Figure 3. 13 shows the output average power and conversion efficiency
of the quasi-phase matched SHG process as a function of the input power of
the fundamental wave. The power of second harmonic follows the square law
for low input powers. However, the growth slows down above 85 mW of
input power as a consequence of back conversion. A second-harmonic power
of 15.28 mW was obtained for 87.55 mW of input power. This corresponds to
conversion efficiency of 17.45%, and the normalized conversion efficiency of
199.28% W−1cm−2. It should be noted that because our experiments were
conducted with short pulses, the frequency conversion process was adversely
affected by the group velocity mismatch between the fundamental and
second-harmonic pulses [196-198]. The group velocity mismatch restricted
the effective interaction length of a nonlinear process. The second-harmonic
wave generated within this length can grow coherently. Beyond this length,
the newly generated harmonic wave is essentially incoherent with the
previously formed, but it still contributes to the total output. Therefore, one
may expect an even higher conversion efficiency by using longer (picosecond
or nanosecond) pulses and longer samples. For comparison, we also
measured the SHG signal of the LiNbO3 waveguide without domain
inversion (shown with red dots in Figure 3. 13). It can be seen that periodic
poling leads to over a 440-fold increase of the conversion efficiency. It is
worth noting that the inscribed QPM domain patterns basically did not affect
transmission characteristics of the waveguide. We have compared the output
powers of the fundamental wave from the QPM and pure waveguides in an
undepleted pump regime and found that an average propagation loss caused
by the inscribed periodic domain patterns to be below 0.06 dB/cm, which is
two orders of magnitude less than that measured in other femtosecond laser
engineered QPM schemes[174, 192].

3.6 Summary
An optical approach to pole ferroelectric lithium niobate crystals using tightly
focused infrared femtosecond pulses has been demonstrated. This technique
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does not involve any external electric field at any stage of the poling process.
The process of ferroelectric domain inversion as well as the quality of the
reverted domains can be monitored and characterised via Cerenkov second
harmonic generation, which is sensitive to the appearance of ferroelectric
domain walls. Owing to the high transparency of a lithium niobate crystal in
the infrared, we were able to produce inverted domains extending from the
surface up to 60 μm inside the crystal. This is a significant result surpassing
the capabilities of the optical UV poling technique, which usually enables
domain inversion in a shallow layer (few hundred nanometers below the
surface). The separation between the centers of neighbouring inverted
domains was as small as 1.5 μm, thus allowing the production of fine twodimensional structures. In fact, we expect to achieve even higher resolution of
domain patterning by using spatial beam shaping and tighter focusing with oil
immersed objectives. Finally, we have demonstrated fabrication of quasiphase matched structures based on ferroelectric domain inversion in LiNbO3
waveguides using this all optical poling method. The proposed scheme allows
one to realize an efficient quasi-phase matching using the highest modulation
depth of nonlinearity from + χ(2) to - χ(2), without introducing propagation loss
for interacting waves. Conversion efficiency of 17.45% is measured for the
second-harmonic generation in a 10 mm long domain inverted pattern. Our
results indicate that the infrared laser poling constitutes a powerful method
for fabricating periodic ferroelectric domains in an all-optical manner,
thereby allowing for a wealth of new possibilities for precise and flexible
domain engineering.
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4.1 Introduction
Ferroelectric crystal has been exploited in a wide range of devices since its
discovery in the 1920s [200]. These devices include filters for wireless
communications, modulators in optical circuits, and optical frequency
converters in laser technology. Most of these functions are based on 180°
antiparallel ferroelectric domains and the ability to engineer these domains on
the micro or submicron scale [201]. Of the many ferroelectrics, those as
grown with random-sized ferroelectric domains form a unique group. As far
as application in nonlinear optics is concerned, the random domain pattern
results in a spatially random modulation of the quadratic nonlinearity of the
material. Thus, a pool of reciprocal lattice vectors with random orientations
and random magnitudes is created to phase match nonlinear interactions over
a broad spectrum of wavelengths. Such a technique is known as random
quasi-phase matching (QPM) [120, 202, 203].
A good case in point is strontium barium niobate (SrxBa1−xNb2O6, SBN)
crystal, which has been commonly used for broadband second harmonic
generation (SHG) [80], cascaded third harmonic generation [84, 85], and
even Cerenkov-type nonlinear interactions [73, 86]. However, the phase
transition temperature (Curie temperature, Tc) of the SBN crystal is low [204],
which is a main drawback for laser applications. At high pump power, the
crystal will undergo a transition to the paraelectric state, and consequently,
the quadratic nonlinear optical effects will disappear [205]. Compared with
SBN, calcium barium-niobate (CaxBa1−xNb2O6, CBN) crystal is more suitable
for practical optical devices operating at higher pump powers because of its
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higher phase transition temperature. For example, the CBN crystal exhibits a
transition temperature of about 539 K for the congruently melting
composition with 28 mol. % of calcium (x = 0.28, CBN-28) [206, 207], but
the SBN crystal shows a lower transition temperature of about 353 K for the
congruently melting composition with 61 mol. % of strontium content (x =
0.61, SBN-61) [76, 208]. Recently, Cerenkov-type SHG has been
demonstrated in the CBN-28 crystal, which can be used as a nonlinear prism
[209-211].
In this chapter, we show that the CBN crystal is superior over the
traditional SBN crystal in terms of the frequency mixing process, which leads
to a higher conversion efficiency. We demonstrate experimentally that the
broadband SHG process in the CBN crystal is three to four times higher than
that in the same size SBN crystal. We also analyze the polarization properties
of the emitted radiation and determine the ratio of d32 and d33 components of
the second-order susceptibility tensor of the CBN crystal.

4.2 Experimental setup
In experiments we used Ca0.28Ba0.72Nb2O6 (CBN-28) crystal grown at the
Institute of Electronic Materials Technology, Warsaw, Poland by using the
Czochralski technique. The dimensions of the sample were 5 mm × 5 mm for
the transverse cross section (defined by the x–y crystallographic directions)
and 4 mm in thickness (z). All surfaces of the crystal were polished. As a
reference we used the same-sized Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 (SBN-61) crystal. To
visualize ferroelectric domain structures inside these crystals, we employed
the discussed earlier Cerenkov SH microscopy technique [172, 183]. Figure 4.
1 shows a typical x–z scan of the antiparallel ferroelectric domains inside the
CBN-28 and SBN-61 crystals, respectively. It can be clearly seen that both
crystals exhibited random-sized ferroelectric domain distributions, which
makes them attractive for the phase matching of broadband nonlinear
interactions.
To demonstrate the performance of the CBN-28 and SBN-61 crystals as
broadband frequency converters, the SHG process was experimentally
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studied. For the laser source we used an optical parametric amplifier (Palitra)
pumped by 150 femtosecond laser pulses with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The
output beam, which passes through a half-wave plate, was then focused by a
lens (15 cm focal length) so that the beam was incident at a normal angle onto
the yz surface of the sample. The input polarization of the fundamental beam
can be varied from ordinary to extraordinary by adjusting the half waveplate.
A short-pass filter was used to separate the fundamental beam and its SH so
their corresponding powers and spatial intensity distributions could be
measured and recorded using a power meter and CCD camera, respectively.
In addition, a polarizer enabled measurements of the ordinary and
extraordinary components of the generated harmonic.

4.3 Experimental results
When the fundamental beam was launched into the CBN-28 crystal, the SH
beam was readily observed. The image in Figure 4. 1 (c) depicts the spatial
light intensity distribution of the harmonic beam (for an extraordinary
polarized fundamental wave at 1.36 μm). Because the emission region was
small (≈100’s μm) compared to the crystal-screen distance, this image
represents in fact the far field or spatial spectrum of the emitted wave. It can
be clearly seen that the SH had a broad spatial distribution of the intensity in
the transverse direction (y). This is a result of simultaneous phase matching of
both collinear and noncollinear frequency doubling processes using different
reciprocal vectors with continuously varied magnitudes and directions, as
schematically shown by the phase-matching diagram in Figure 4. 1(d).
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Figure 4. 1 Image of the random ferroelectric domain pattern in the xz plane of (a)
CBN-28 and (b) SBN-61 crystal. These images were obtained by using Cerenkov
SH microscopy. (c) Experimentally recorded transverse intensity distribution of the
SH in the CBN-28 crystal. (d) Diagram of the phase matching for the SHG in the
random CBN crystal. The grey disk represents the continuous distribution of
reciprocal vectors in the crystal. Reciprocal vectors G1 and G01 phase match the
collinear and noncollinear SHG, respectively. k1 and k2 represent the wave vectors of
the fundamental and SH waves, respectively.

In our experiment we tuned the fundamental wavelength continuously
from 1.35 to 1.46 μm, and observed continuous generation of the
corresponding SH signals. In Figure 4.2 (a) we depict the wavelength tuning
curves of the SHG, i.e., the power of the emitted SH versus the fundamental
wavelength with a constant input power of 2.0 mW. It can be seen that the SH
power changes very weakly with the tuning of the fundamental wavelength,
which is indicative of a homogenous Fourier spectrum of reciprocal lattice
vectors in the CBN-28 crystal. In Figure 4. 2(b) we depict the output power
of the SH signal generated in the CBN crystal with the fundamental beam at
λ1 =1.36 μm. We obtained an average power of 10 μW with a 4.9 mW input;
the Fresnel reflections were accounted for. This corresponds to an internal
conversion efficiency of 0.2%, and the SHG was demonstrated only in the
fundamental wavelength range of 1.35-1.46 μm. The limitations of the
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bandwidth were mainly given by the transparency window of the CBN-28
crystal, which covers the region 0.37-6.20 μm.

Figure 4. 2 (a) Wavelength tuning curve of the SHG in the CBN-28 crystal for a
constant input power of 2.0 mW. (b) Power of the SHG as a function of the average
power of the fundamental wave at 1.36 μm.

As a comparison we also measured the broadband SHG in the SBN
crystal of the same size. The results are shown in Figure 4. 3. It can be seen,
by comparing Figure 4. 2 and Figure 4. 3, that for most input wavelengths,
the SH power generated in the SBN crystal was more than four times lower
than that produced in the CBN crystal. Taking the SHG at the fundamental
wavelength of 1.36 μm as an example, the conversion efficiency was about
0.05% at 4.9 mW of input in the SBN crystal, while it was 0.2% in the CBN
crystal at the same input energy level. It is known that with assumptions of
negligible pump depletion and weak focusing, the conversion efficiency of a
quadratic process is proportional to the square of the effective nonlinear
coefficient. Therefore, we may conclude that the effective nonlinear
coefficient of the CBN-28 crystal was larger by at least a factor of 2 than that
of the SBN-61 crystal, which includes not only the effect of the quadratic
nonlinear coefficient of the material but also the effect of its spatial
modulation in the QPM scheme.
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Figure 4. 3 (a) Wavelength tuning curve of the SHG in the SBN-61 crystal. (b)
Power of the SHG as a function of the average power of the fundamental wave. The
experiment parameters were the same as those used for the CBN-28 crystal.

Next, we studied the polarization properties of the emitted SHs from the
random ferroelectric crystal. To this end, while the azimuthal angle of the
linearly polarized fundamental wave was varied from zero to 360°, the
powers of both ordinary and extraordinary components of the SH signals
were measured. Interestingly, in our experiments the ordinary component of
the SH was negligibly weak. Hence, the SH was always extraordinary
polarized. Figure 4. 4 shows the power dependence of the extraordinary SHG
in the CBN-28 and SBN-61 crystals. The experimental data are represented
by dots and squares. Clearly, the strongest SH was recorded for the
extraordinary fundamental wave. The solid curves in the graphs represent the
theoretical predictions that were obtained by considering all possible
processes that may contribute toward the generation of the SH.
We denote by Oj and Ej the ordinary and extraordinary components of
the j-th wave (j = 1, 2 for the fundamental and SH, respectively). The
extraordinary SH is formed via the following two processes: E1E1 → E1 and
O1O1 → E1. The strength of each of these nonlinear processes is determined
by the corresponding effective nonlinearity. In homogeneous media, all these
processes contribute coherently to the total amplitude of the generated
harmonic. However, because of the randomness in the domain distribution,
this is no longer the case. As discussed earlier [212], the randomness in a
nonlinear crystal leads to the incoherent buildup of generated waves. As a
result, the two constituent processes in the SHG are mutually incoherent.
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Figure 4. 4 Power of the extraordinary SH as a function of the input polarization
angle of the fundamental beam in (a) CBN-28 and (b) SBN-61 crystals. 0°
corresponds to the extraordinary fundamental wave. Points represent the
experimental data; lines represent the theoretical fit using Eq. (4.1).

Hence, we can present the intensity of the extraordinary components of the
SH by the following relation:

I (2( e) )  I (2 ) (cos 4   R sin 4  ),

(4. 1)

where α represents polarization angle of the fundamental wave against the
optical axis and R is the ratio of the nonlinear coefficient d32 to d33 in the
crystal. Here, R is used as a free parameter in fitting Eq. (4. 1) to the
experimental data, as shown in Figure 4. 4. We found that the best agreement
between the experimental data and theory was achieved for R = 0.52 in the
case of the CBN-28 crystal and R = 0.46 in the SBN-61 crystal. However, it
should be noted that since the nonlinear optical properties of CBN and SBN
crystals depend on their composition and ferroelectric domain structures, the
parameter R is not a fixed quantity but will vary with the degree of
nonstoichiometry and ferroelectric domain size.

4.4 Summary
In conclusion, we have studied broadband SHG in ferroelectric crystals with
random-sized ferroelectric domains. We have demonstrated a higher
conversion efficiency of broadband nonlinear interaction in the CBN-28
crystal compared to that of the commonly used SBN-61 crystal. We also
analyzed the spatial distribution of the intensity of the generated radiation as
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well as its polarization properties. Our experimental results can be easily
generalized to other nonlinear parametric processes such as the difference
frequency mixing and optical parametric oscillation. This study contributes to
a simpler and more efficient realization of broadband frequency conversion
devices in wide class of nonlinear optical media.
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5.1 Introduction
Because of its relatively high efficiency, Cerenkov interaction is attractive for
frequency conversion. In particular, one can utilize sum frequency mixing
involving fundamental and Cerenkov beams to generate higher harmonics of
the single fundamental beam [213-215]. Starting with long wavelength
fundamental beam such cascading process of sum frequency mixing has
generated up to fifth harmonic of the original input wavelength [37, 216].
Moreover, because of material dispersion each generated harmonic is emitted
at different angle leading to the formation of the so-called nonlinear colour
fan. The major drawback of this, and other transverse interaction schemes is
the quick decrease of conversion efficiency with increased cascading order.
Therefore, the power of higher harmonics becomes progressively the weaker.
In contrast, phase matched collinear frequency generation in periodically
poled structures ensures strong energy transfer between the fundamental and
its second harmonic.
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Figure 5. 1 Phase matching diagrams of (a) traditional collinear quasi-phase
matched SHG and (b) transverse SHG. The arc represents the magnitude of the SH
wave vector; α is the emission angle of m-th Raman-Nath SH wave, and θ is the
Cerenkov SH emission angle that is determined solely by the longitudinal phase
matching condition. (c) The geometry of multiple frequency mixing process that
combines both, collinear and transverse types of interactions. Here the collinear SH
generation is followed, after its total reflection at the 45°corner, by the Cerenkov
second, third, and fourth harmonic generations.

In this chapter, we propose to combine traditional collinear QPM
interaction with nonlinear Cerenkov frequency generation in a single sample
of periodically poled nonlinear crystal. Our approach offers the advantages of
both interaction mechanisms to achieve higher efficiency of high harmonic
generation via χ(2) cascading. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate
enhanced fourth harmonic generation in a custom-cut periodically poled
lithium niobate crystal.

5.2 Experimental design
The geometry of the proposed nonlinear optical interaction is schematically
depicted in Figure 5. 1 (c). The rectangular shaped z-cut sample of
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ferroelectric crystal (Lithium niobate, LiNbO3) has one of its corners cut at
45°. The sample is periodically poled with period Λ along the, say, x axis.
The fundamental beam (wavelength λ0) propagates along the same axis until
it is totally internally reflected at the 45° cut corner. After that the beam
propagates along y-direction and finally leaves the sample. The nonlinear
interaction in the crystal can be divided into two stages. Firstly, the input
fundamental beam (FB) efficiently generates its second harmonic (SH) via
quasi-phase matched collinear interaction using G1 [Figure 5. 1 (a)]. To this
end the poling period satisfies the following condition: Λ = λ0/2(ne2-ne1),
where ne1, ne2 are extraordinary refractive indices of LiNbO3 at the
wavelengths of FB and SH, respectively. At the end of this collinear
interaction both, FB and strong SH experience the total internal reflection,
after which they propagate normally to the periodic χ(2) modulation. During
this second stage of propagation both beams serve as sources of transversely
emitted higher harmonics as shown in Figure 5. 1 (c). Due to periodicity of
the χ(2) structure the transverse interaction involves both Raman-Nath and
Cerenkov harmonic emissions. The effect of nonlinear Raman-Nath emission
in sum frequency mixing has been discussed in detail in [216]. Since it is
much weaker than the Cerenkov, we will neglect it in further discussions.
Therefore, we are left with seven Cerenkov frequency conversion processes,
schematically depicted in Figure 5. 2 (b-h) in terms of phase matching
conditions. Here we do not consider Cerenkov SHG at the boundary between
crystal and air in total internal reflection [212], which is expected to be much
weaker than that caused by periodic χ(2) modulation.
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Figure 5. 2 Phase matching diagrams of frequency conversions in the customized
structure. (a) Quasi-phase matched collinear SHG; (b) Cerenkov SHG; (c, d)
Cerenkov THG via sum frequency mixing involving collinear and Cerenkov SH,
respectively; (e, f) Cerenkov FHG via frequency doubling of collinear and Cerenkov
SH, respectively; and (g, h) Cerenkov FHG via sum frequency mixing of the
fundamental and different third harmonics.

Firstly, frequency doubling of collinear FB and SH results in appearance
of Cerenkov second [Figure 5. 2(b)] and Cerenkov fourth [Figure 5. 2(e)]
harmonics, with wave vectors k2c and k4c, respectively. The subsequent sum
frequency mixing between FB and both, collinear SH and transverse
Cerenkov SH leads to generations of two third harmonic waves with wave
vectors k31 and k32, respectively [see Figure 5. 2(c) and 2(d)]. There are three
additional contributions to the forth harmonic generation. They include the
wave formed via direct frequency doubling of Cerenkov second harmonic
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(k41) [Figure 5. 2(f)], and the other two formed via sum frequency mixing of
the two third harmonics and the fundamental beam, denoted as k42 and k43
[Figure 5. 2(g) and 2(h)], respectively. Following the analysis above one can
determine the emission angle for each harmonic. These angles along with the
corresponding formulas, for which the Sellmeier equation of LiNbO3 [217]
was used, are listed in Table 5. 1. It is clearly seen that the emission angles of
the Cerenkov harmonic waves depend only on the refractive indices of the
material.
Table 5. 1 Internal emission angles of the Cerenkov harmonics.

Angles

cos θ =

Theoretical value

Measured value

θ2c

ne1
ne2

10.84°

11.38°

θ31

ne1  2ne2
3ne3

14.31°

14.96°

θ32

ne1
ne3

16.76°

16.75°

θ4c

ne2
ne4

20.78°

21.26°

θ41

ne1
ne4

23.33°

θ42

ne1
ne4

23.33°

θ43

ne1  ne2
2ne4

22.09°
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5.3 Results and discussion
In the experiment we used a z-cut periodically poled lithium niobate crystal
fabricated via electric-field poling technique. The sample’s dimensions are 23
mm (x) ×7 mm (y) × 0.5 mm (z), respectively. The poling period was Λ = 21
μm with duty factor of 50% for the most efficient collinear second harmonic
generation at fundamental wavelength of λ0 = 1620 nm. One of the sample’s
corners was cut at 45°and the resulting plane was polished to ensure total
internal reflection of both fundamental and SH beams. The 150 fs beam (25
nm bandwidth) from optical parametric amplifier (Coherent OPerA Solo, 1
kHz repetition rate) was first expanded and then loosely focused with the
plano-convex lens (f = 500 mm) at the x facet of the crystal. The focal spot
(roughly 100 μm wide) was located in the middle of the sample. With this
width at least 5 periods of χ(2) modulations were covered by the beam. The
extraordinary input polarization ensured the strongest (ee-e) nonlinear
interaction. The beam propagated through the sample for 20 mm along the xdirection until it was totally internally reflected at 45◦ surface and propagated
along the y-direction (parallel to ferroelectric domain walls) for the next 5
mm, and finally left the sample. The emitted beams were projected onto the
screen which was imaged with a CCD camera. The Glan prisms and half
wave-plate were used to control the input beam power. To avoid material
damage, the average input power was kept at a level of 150 μW.
On illuminating the sample with fundamental beam, we clearly observed
a number of harmonic beams emitted from the y-surface of the sample as
shown in Figure 5. 3. All beams were extraordinary polarized owing to the
(ee-e) nonlinear interaction. The central spot represents both, fundamental
and collinearly generated quasi-phase matched second harmonic. As the
conversion efficiency of the collinear interaction reached 36%, both beams
were of quite high intensity and had to be attenuated in order to make other
beams visible on the CCD. The average power of the collinear SH was 55
μW. The bright, transversely emitted beams that are closest to the central
spots are Cerenkov second harmonics (CSH) with an average power of 0.9
μW. Next, there is a pair of green spots representing third harmonic beams
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(TH1, TH2) whose phase matching processes are depicted in Figure 5. 2 (c)
and (d), respectively. Their combined power was 7.78 nW. These TH beams
are significantly weaker than CSH. In fact, we could expect the beam TH2 to
be much weaker because it originates from the second cascading order of
interaction. The beam TH1 formed via sum frequency mixing of two strong
beams, fundamental and collinear SH, and hence was expected to be
relatively strong. Its low power is most likely caused by the use of short
pulses (150 fs) in our experiments. In this regime the frequency conversion
process is adversely affected by the group velocity mismatch between the
fundamental and second harmonic pulses, which is estimated to be 0.27
ps/mm at 1620 nm for congruent LiNbO3 crystal. The mismatch restricted the
effective interaction distance. One may expect to achieve higher conversion
efficiency for TH1 by using longer (picosecond or nanosecond) pulses [198].
Finally, there is a pair of strong blue spots representing fourth harmonics
of the fundamental wave. Its combined power was 57 nW. In the traditional
scheme of cascading of nonlinear processes, the fourth harmonic should be
much weaker than the third harmonics. This is not the case here since the
major contribution to the FH comes from Cerenkov frequency doubling of the
collinearly emitted SH. The order of this process is the same as Cerenkov
SHG and hence the beam intensity is few times higher than the intensity of
the third harmonic. Notice that the group velocity mismatch does not affect
the Cerenkov fourth harmonic, as only the collinear second harmonic serves
as the major source of the emission [see Figure 5. 2 (e)].
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Figure 5. 3 Experimentally recorded angular distribution of multiple frequency
signals. The central spot corresponds to overlapping fundamental and collinearly
generated SH beams. The latter is shown using false red color. Due to large
differences in the harmonic powers this is a composite picture with enhanced
brightness and contrast of high harmonics. The vertical bright streaks around CSH
beams are artefacts caused by scattering of the fundamental beam in the sample.

The measured internal emission angles for these harmonic beams, listed
in Table 5.1, agree well with the theoretical values. Interestingly, we
observed only one broad spot corresponding to the fourth harmonic
generation. Therefore, the angle 21.26° refers to the maximum in the blue
emission spot. Because of its 2.72°angular width, it most likely corresponds
mainly to k4C and k43 emission. The two other beams with wave-vectors k41
and k42 should be emitted at an angle close to the angle of total internal
reflection. Therefore, these beams could be either trapped inside the sample
or significantly attenuated due to the Fresnel reflection at the boundary. We
attribute the small difference between measured and predicted emission
angles to departure of the direction of fundamental beam from the ideal
normal incidence inside the sample. While Cerenkov harmonic emission is
always symmetric with respect to ferroelectric domain walls, any tilt of the
fundamental beam (in the plane of the structure) leads to increased emission
angle and angularly asymmetric emission with respect to the direction of
fundamental beam [29]. From our measurements we estimated the angular tilt
of the fundamental beam to be approximately 4°. The asymmetry of
Cerenkov emission with respect to propagation direction of the fundamental
beam, is clearly visible in Figure 5. 3 (a). Moreover, in agreement with theory
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[31] the tilt of fundamental beam also causes asymmetric power distribution
within the pair of Cerenkov beams, which is also evident in Figure 5. 3(a),
where all beams propagating to the right of FB are stronger than their left
counterparts. In fact, this property can be utilized in directing majority of
emitted power into one set of Cerenkov beams.

Figure 5. 4 Normalized intensity of the constituent harmonics as a function of the
wavelength of fundamental beam. Numerical factors next to the plots represent the
maximal power of each beam.

In Figure 5. 3 (b) we depict measured intensity of each emitted
harmonics as a function of the wavelength of the fundamental beam. All
curves are normalized to their maxima. It is clear that departure from the
exact resonant wavelength (1620 nm) results in an immediate drop of the
collinear SH and Cerenkov FH, indicating again that the collinear SH serves
as the major emission source of the fourth harmonic generation [Figure 5. 2
(e)]. Note that the FH did not vanish even though the collinear SH became
weak at longer wavelengths. This indicates the growing contributions to FH
from the other phase matching processes, namely those involving the
Cerenkov SHG [Figure 5. 2 (f-h)], which became stronger at longer
wavelengths. The plot in Figure 5. 3 (b) also shows the nonmonotonic
dependence of Cerenkov TH and SH on the fundamental wavelength. This
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agrees with the fact that the Cerenkov frequency generation in a periodic
structure strongly depends on the wavelength [182]. For certain wavelengths,
both transverse and longitudinal phase matching conditions will be
simultaneously satisfied, giving rise to the nonlinear Bragg diffraction which
will enhance the Cerenkov emission [31]. In fact, the growth of CSH and
CTH for longer wavelengths, seen in Figure 5. 3 (b) is very likely caused by
this effect as we determined that Bragg resonances appear at 1680 nm and
1800 nm. The wavelength sensitivity could be weakened by incorporating
weak disorder into the otherwise periodic domain pattern [181]. Moreover,
the disorder could significantly broaden the bandwidth of our technique by
easing the inherently narrow spectral response of collinear interaction [121].
Finally, the central frequency of our custom-cut ferroelectric crystal can be
tuned by angular tilting of the incident fundamental beam. The tilting would
also enhance the Cerenkov emission at angles corresponding to the Bragg
nonlinear diffraction [31].

5.4 Summary
We studied multiple frequency generation via the nonlinear cascading process
in nonlinear photonic structure. By employing the total internal reflection
inside the sample, we combined quasi-phase matched collinear and Cerenkov
nonlinear sum frequency mixing to realize enhanced fourth harmonic
generation in a single periodically poled lithium niobate crystal.
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6.1 Introduction
Over the past decade, significant progress has been achieved in
functionalizing III-V semiconductors to emit, manage, and detect light for
laser and photonic applications. Some III-V compounds, notably gallium
arsenide (GaAs), gallium phosphide (GaP) and indium phosphide (InP),
exhibit outstanding quadratic nonlinear optical properties due to their
noncentrosymmetric zinc-blende

(cubic) structure.

The second-order

nonlinear coefficients of GaAs d14 = d25 = d36 = 150 pm/V [218] are much
greater than those of widely used nonlinear ferroelectric crystals, such as
lithium niobate (d33 = 27 pm/V) and potassium titanium oxide phosphate (d31
= 16.9 pm/V). The ability of III-V semiconductors to efficiently mediate
energy exchange between the interacting light waves makes them very
attractive for parametric frequency conversion [219, 220]; terahertz
generation [221]; quantum optical applications [222]; and ultrafast all-optical
signal processing [223]. GaAs-based devices also benefit from the broad
infrared transparency window of GaAs, which spans from 0.9 to 17 mm [218],
and are, therefore, important for military and sensing applications [224].
Moreover, combining the second-order nonlinear effects with the existing
mature GaAs-based platform significantly facilitates the integration of laser
sources with modulators, amplifiers and photonic bandgap structures inside
all-on-chip optoelectronic devices.
GaAs has a high quadratic nonlinearity, but lacks optical birefringence.
As a result, phase matching, i.e. synchronisation of phases of the interacting
waves to efficiently exchange energy, cannot be achieved by traditional
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birefringence-based techniques. Many different approaches have been
proposed to overcome this limitation [225, 226]. The most effective one
seems to be QPM [12, 199] realised by periodic modulation of the secondorder nonlinearity in orientation-patterned GaAs (OP-GaAs) crystals [220].
Spatial engineering of the orientation of an OP-GaAs crystal during its
growth makes neighbouring regions have reversed crystallographic
orientation and consequently the opposite sign of the second-order nonlinear
coefficient χ(2). It is noteworthy that different crystal orientations do not affect
linear optical properties of the material.
So far, QPM in OP-GaAs has been employed to demonstrate a number
of second-order nonlinear optical effects, including second harmonic
generation (SHG) [219, 227]; cascaded third harmonic generation [228];
optical parametric amplification [229]; mid-infrared continuum generation
[230]; and terahertz generation based on intracavity parametric downconversion [231]. All these applications, however, rely on collinear light
interaction, during which the participating waves propagate in the direction
along which the χ(2) nonlinearity is modulated, as shown in Figure 6. 1 (a).
The periodic χ(2) modulation is required to ensure QPM of the interacting
waves via the introduction of a set of reciprocal lattice vectors, Gm. In the
simplest case of collinear SHG, the QPM condition can be written as a scalar
equation k2 - 2k1 - Gm = 0, where k1 = |k1| and k2 = |k2| are the absolute values
of the wave vectors of the fundamental and second harmonic (SH) waves,
respectively. The absolute value of a reciprocal lattice vector Gm = |Gm| is
given by Gm = 2mπ/Λ, where Λ is the period of the χ(2) modulation and m is
an integer.
In this chapter, we demonstrate that second-order nonlinear interaction
in orientation-patterned semiconductors can also be realised in a novel
noncollinear (transverse) geometry. This phenomenon is analogous to the
well-known linear diffraction of waves on a dielectric grating and is hence
known as nonlinear diffraction (NLD) [25, 32, 114]. An example of NLD is a
noncollinear SHG. In this scheme, the incident fundamental wave propagates
in the direction normal to that along which the χ(2) nonlinearity is modulated,
and a diffraction-like pattern of SH light is generated. As shown in Figure 6.
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1 (b)-1(d), three cases of noncollinear SHG can be distinguished. The first is
Bragg SHG [25], which satisfies the full vectorial QPM condition k2 - 2k1 Gm = 0 [see Figure 6. 1 (b)]. The other two cases can be described by a partial
QPM condition k2 - 2k1 - Gm - ∆kL(T) = 0 [32], where ∆kL(T) are the phase
mismatches in the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. When
∆kT = 0, the transverse QPM condition k2 sinθ + Gm = 0 (θ is the nonlinear
diffraction angle) is satisfied and Raman-Nath SHG can be observed even
with a longitudinal phase mismatch ∆kL [see Figure 6. 1 (c)]. In a similar way,
Cerenkov SHG (CSHG) becomes observable when the longitudinal QPM
condition is fulfilled, i.e. k2 cosθ - 2k1 = 0 [see Figure 6. 1 (d)].
Such noncollinear interactions are of great interest because of their
potential applications in all-optical signal processing. Firstly, they enable the
generated wave to be emitted in a desired spatial direction, thus eliminating
the necessity of filtering out the incident wave. Moreover, by combining
different periodic structures it is possible to take advantage of different phase
matching conditions responsible for different processes and realise, for
instance, multiple frequency generation [232], higher order effects, such as
third or fourth harmonic generation, as a result of cascading two lower order
processes [37]. Furthermore, such transverse emission allows for the control
of the transverse spatial distribution of the generated waves. For example,
second harmonic generation in a form of Bessel or Airy beams have been
demonstrated experimentally by illuminating a nonlinear crystal with a
fundamental Gaussian beam [126]. Transverse frequency conversion has been
also shown to be a convenient method to create entangled photons [233].
Moreover, as we demonstrate below the CSHG also occurs at a single
boundary between oppositely oriented regions of OP-GaAs, which is similar
to what occurs on the boundaries of ferroelectric domains [172, 180]. This
effect enables three-dimensional (3D) visualisation of domain structure of the
orientation-patterned

semiconductors.

Unlike

traditional

diagnostic

techniques based on scanning electron microscopy or optical microscopy,
which require cutting, polishing and etching of the samples, the Cerenkovbased technique is unique as it is nondestructive and enables one to
characterise the QPM structure everywhere in the bulk of the sample.
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6.2 Experimental setup
We used an OP-GaAs crystal grown by hydride vapour phase epitaxy (HVPE)
[234, 235], the method of choice for achieving fast growth rates with
excellent selectivity so as to produce thick OP-GaAs structures for QPM
frequency conversions. The epitaxial growth on orientation patterned
semiconductor crystals requires templates with modulated crystalline
orientation, which constitute the seeds for the epitaxial regrowth. In a
compound III-V semiconductor with the zinc-blende structure, such as GaAs,
the reverse orientation is produced by exchanging atoms between the two
sublattices, i.e. Ga and As, which is equivalent to a reversal of the IIIV bond
stacking. The first stage of the sample fabrication is the template preparation.
During this process two GaAs wafers with the [001] and [00-1]
crystallographic orientations are firstly bonded and then the [00-1] side is
lapped until only a thin layer of the [00-1] GaAs remains on the [001] wafer.
After that the patterned template is etched to reveal the orientation-patterned
gratings, whose period and duty cycle are defined by photolithography [235].
The second stage of the fabrication consists of the regrowth on the OPGaAs template to obtain a thick OP-GaAs crystal required for bulk optical
pumping. In order to optimise QPM the crystallographic orientations must be
preserved all along the growth process and the duty cycle of the structure
must be kept equal to that defined on the template. Atmospheric pressure
HVPE [236] allows one to grow hundreds of micrometers of a high quality
GaAs layer. The HVPE growth is mainly limited by the adsorption of the
gaseous molecules onto the surface, decomposition of the adspecies and
desorption processes. HVPE growth is highly orientation-selective as it
depends on the intrinsic growth anisotropy of the crystal, which can be
controlled by the growth temperature and the precursor gas composition
[237].
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Figure 6. 1 Schematics of different types of SHG in OP-GaAs. (a) Traditional
collinear SHG, (b) Bragg SHG satisfies the full vectorial quasi-phase matching
condition, (c) Raman-Nath SHG satisfies only the transverse quasi-phase matching
condition, and (d) Cerenkov SHG is defined by the longitudinal quasi-phase
matching condition. k1 and k2 are the wave vectors of the fundamental and second
harmonic waves, respectively, Gm is a reciprocal lattice vector and ∆kL(T) are the
longitudinal and transverse phase mismatches, respectively.

An optical microscopy image of a chemically etched surface of the OPGaAs crystal used in our studies is shown in Figure 6. 2. A periodic
modulation of the crystal orientation with a period Λ = 64 μm and a 50% duty
cycle is clearly visible. The thicknesses of the template and OP-GaAs layer
were 300 μm and 500 μm, respectively. Before the nonlinear diffraction
experiment, both top and bottom surfaces of the OP-GaAs crystal have been
polished in order to avoid any effects from linear diffractions.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. 3(a). As a light source we
used an infrared (IR) femtosecond optical parametric amplifier (OPA)
delivering 320 fs, 10 nJ pulses at a 21 MHz repetition rate. The central
wavelength of the pulses was tunable from 2.9 to 4.0 μm [238]. The OPGaAs sample was illuminated along the domain walls separating regions with
positive and negative χ(2) with loosely focused pulses from the OPA. The
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focal spot inside the sample was approximately 300 μm in diameter and was
large enough to cover 10 domain walls. The emitted SH signal was projected
onto a ground silicon wafer which acted as a scattering screen and visualised
with an InGaAs camera.

Figure 6. 2 Cross-sections of a 500 μm thick GaAs film grown on a OP-GaAs
template of period Λ = 64 μm [183].

6.3 Results and discussion
During the NLD experiment we tuned the fundamental wavelength from 3.1
to 3.3 μm and recorded a NLD pattern at each wavelength. In Figure 6. 3 (a)
we show a NLD pattern produced at a fundamental wavelength of 3.3 μm,
which is representative of the whole frequency range investigated. The
pattern consisted of (i) central diffraction spots, grouped around the
fundamental beam position, and (ii) peripheral diffraction spots, located
relatively far away from the central spots on both sides of the diffraction
pattern (left and right spots on the screen in Figure 6. 3 (a)). The central
diffraction spots included a collinear SH spot, which was observable only
when the fundamental wave was focused at the OP-GaAs surface, and a pair
of NLD spots, which were symmetric with respect to the collinear spot. The
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measured external diffraction angle of the two NLD spots was ±1.5°. Figure
6. 3 (b) shows the normalised intensity of the peripheral NLD spots as a
function of the fundamental wavelength λ and diffraction angle θ.
To explain the NLD pattern, we consider the intensity of SHG from a
periodic χ(2) structure, which can be written as [35, 239]:

I 2  I2  SL2  ST2 ,

(6. 1)

where Iω is the intensity of the fundamental beam inside the material and SL(T)
are functions describing the longitudinal and transverse QPM conditions,
respectively. The longitudinal QPM condition is satisfied when the function
SL = sinc{z[(k2cosθ)2 -(2k1)2]/2} approaches its maximum. In the above
expressions, sinc(x) = sin(x)/x, and z is the interaction length. The SHG angle
inside the sample satisfying this QPM condition is the Cerenkov angle:

c  cos 1

n1
,
n2

(6. 2)

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the medium at the fundamental
and SH wavelengths, respectively. As in the previous case, the transverse
QPM

condition
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, where w is the width of the fundamental

beam and gm are Fourier coefficients, which depend on the duty cycle of the
χ(2) nonlinear grating [35, 239]. The transverse QPM condition defines
Raman-Nath angles RN, m inside the sample:

 RN, m  s in 1

m
,
2n2 

(6. 3)
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Figure 6. 3 (a) The experimental setup for observation of NLD. The incident laser
beam is loosely focused with a lens (L, f = 150 mm) onto the OP-GaAs sample along
the domain walls, which separate positive and negative χ(2) domains. The closeup in
the circle shows the focal spot, which covers multiple periods of the OP-GaAs. On
the screen is shown the recorded nonlinear diffraction pattern at a fundamental
wavelength of 3.3 μm together with the corresponding intensity profile. The
experimentally measured (b) and modeled (c) intensity of the emitted SH signal as a
function of the fundamental wavelength l and diffraction angle q outside the sample.
In both cases the focal spot covers 10 domain walls. The solid lines represent
Raman-Nath angles θRN, m for m = 23, 24 and 25 and the dashed lines represent the
Cerenkov angle θC as a function of the fundamental wavelength.

Using the above equation, we calculated θRN, 1 = 1.5°for the first order
of nonlinear R-NSHG outside the OP-GaAs with a period Λ = 64 μm, in
agreement with the measured diffraction angle of the pair of SH spots in the
central group. The refractive index of GaAs was calculated using the
Sellmeier formula [240]. The intensities of the peripheral SH spots were
calculated using Eq. (6. 1) and in Figure 6. 3 (c) the intensity of the peripheral
diffraction spot I2ω (λ, θ) is presented as a function of the fundamental
wavelength and diffraction angle outside the sample. In Figure 6. 3 (b) and
3(c), the theoretical plots of the wavelength dependence of the Cerenkov
angle θC (dashed lines) and Raman-Nath angles θRN, m (solid lines) outside the
sample are produced using Eqs. (6. 2) and (6. 3), respectively.
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It can be seen that the experimental results are in good agreement with
the calculations. Importantly, the SH intensity gets much stronger when the
Cerenkov angle θC becomes equal to a certain order of Raman-Nath angle
θRN,m. In fact, this is exactly the case of BSHG, when both the longitudinal
and transverse QPM conditions are satisfied simultaneously. It can also be
seen that the odd orders (m = 23, 25) of nonlinear diffraction are much more
pronounced than the even order (m = 24). This is the direct consequence of an
almost 50% duty cycle of the χ(2) nonlinearity modulation, in which the
regions with positive and negative nonlinear response have almost equal
lengths [35, 239].
Here, we investigate SHG in OP-GaAs induced by a tightly focused
fundamental beam, i.e. the beam whose width is much smaller than the period
of the χ(2) nonlinearity modulation. In this situation, the fundamental beam
illuminates either a homogeneous region of the sample or the wall separating
oppositely oriented domains. As we have shown recently [182], in this
geometry only the Cerenkov SH signal is generated, which occurs when the
fundamental beam illuminates a domain wall. No R-NSHG can be observed
as it requires the participation of multiple grating periods.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. 4 (a). The sample was
mounted on a xyz-translation stage and could be scanned with a 60 nm
resolution. We used the same OPA source as in Section 6. 2. The
fundamental beam (λ = 3.5 μm) was chopped at 1 kHz and focused inside the
sample using a molded chalcogenide lens with an effective NA = 0.3. The SH
signal was collected with an IR-corrected objective with NA = 0.65. A spatial
filter was used to block the surface-induced collinear SHG to ensure that only
the Cerenkov SH signal was focused onto the InGaAs photodiode and
processed using a lock-in amplifier.
In this configuration we measured the CSHG intensity as a function of
the focal spot position inside the sample. Scanning at a constant velocity
proceeded first along the x direction. The lock-in signal from the detector was
triggered by the stage controller to synchronise the data acquisition process
with the motion of the stage. In this way, we could achieve a 0.5 μm
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resolution along the x axis. Scans along the y and z axes were performed at 2
and 20 μm resolution, respectively.

Figure 6. 4 (a) The experimental setup for observation of CSHG using a tightly
focused fundamental beam: Ch - chopper, Ob1 - NA = 0.3 objective, Ob2 - NA =
0.65 objective, F - spatial filter, Ph - InGaAs photodiode. The inset shows the
focusing configuration inside the OP-GaAs: the focal spot is much smaller than the
period of the χ(2) nonlinearity modulation. (b) The intensity of the emitted Cerenkov
signal recorded by translating the sample in the xz plane. (c) and (d) show the
Cerenkov intensity profiles along the x and z axes, respectively.

The resolution of the domain wall image is determined by both the
resolution of the scanning system and the size of the OPA focus inside the
sample. The focal radius w0 of an incoming fundamental beam with a
Gaussian intensity profile is given by w0 = λ/πNA and in our case is estimated
at 3.7 μm in the lateral, i.e. xy, plane. In the longitudinal, i.e. z, direction the
size of the focus is determined by the Rayleigh length zR = (πn1 w02)/ λ ≈ 41
μm. In addition, the resolution is also affected by spherical aberration caused
by the high refractive index mismatch between the ambient air and the GaAs
sample at both the fundamental and SH wavelengths.
Figure 6. 4(b) shows a two-dimensional intensity pattern of the
Cerenkov SH signal in the xz plane. The colour change from blue to red
reflects variation of the Cerenkov SH intensity from low to high. It can be
seen that CSHG is very sensitive to the position of the focal spot with respect
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to the domain walls. The maxima of the SH signal coincide with the locations
of the domain walls in the OP-GaAs sample.
In Figure 6. 4(c), we plot a typical CSHG intensity profile along the x
axis. The separation between the maxima is 32 mm, which is half of the χ(2)
nonlinearity modulation period Λ. This result confirms the 50% duty cycle.
Figure 6. 4 (d) displays the CSHG intensity profile in the whole scanned
region along the z direction. One can see that the strength of the CSHG
remains almost constant inside the sample and decreases gradually at the ends
of the sample. This is because the effective interaction length decreases when
the focus of the fundamental beam moves out of the sample.

Figure 6. 5 A three-dimensional image of the OP-GaAs structure, obtained by
scanning the fundamental beam inside the sample and recording the strength of the
corresponding nonlinear Cerenkov diffraction at each position. The size of the box is
200 × 200 × 600 μm3.

The sensitivity of CSHG to the presence of domain walls can be used to
provide a contrast in scanning microscopy to visualise the domain structure of
OP-GaAs in 3D. It should be stressed that, the demonstrated CSHG-based
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scanning microscopy technique is totally non-destructive as it does not
require any cutting or etching to reveal the bulk domain structure. In Figure 6.
5, we present a 3D image of the domain pattern inside the OP-GaAs sample.
The image was created by stacking a number of xy scans recorded at different
depths along Z axis. The box in the Figure 6. 5 represents the whole scanning
volume 200 × 200 × 600 μm3. It is clear that our CSHG-based microscopy
technique allows us to not only reveal the nonlinear grating parameters such
as the period and duty cycle, but also to determine the quality of orientation
patterning in the bulk of a sample. For example, in Figure 6. 5 we show that
the domain structure is nonuniform in the scanned region. In particular, the
effect of merging of two neighbouring domains, which were initially
separated, is evident.

6.4 Summary
We have presented the nonlinear diffraction in a OP-GaAs crystal. In
particular, we have shown nonlinear Raman-Nath and Cerenkov second
harmonic emission from a periodically modulated χ(2) nonlinearity. We
explain this effect by employing the concepts of longitudinal and transverse
quasi-phase matching and show that the intensity of nonlinear diffraction is
maximum, i.e. Bragg second harmonic generation, when these two conditions
are satisfied simultaneously
We have also shown that Cerenkov second harmonic emission in the
sample can be used to visualise the 3D structure of the χ(2) nonlinearity
modulation. Unlike traditional characterisation methods based on scanning
electron microscopy or optical microscopy, which require cutting, polishing
and etching of the samples, our technique is nondestructive and enables one
to visualise the QPM structure everywhere in the bulk of the sample. This
constitutes a unique nondestructive diagnostic tool for characterisation of
orientation-patterned semiconductors and, potentially, any variations of the
second-order nonlinearities in semiconducting materials.
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7.1 Outcomes
Quasi phase matching is a technique which enables efficient nonlinear
interactions in nonlinear media. These nonlinear optical devices require
proper structure design, material selection and ferroelectric domain
engineering to realize specific functions. Although traditional electric field
poling has been widely applied in various nonlinear media, it remains
challenging to reliably invert domains below sizes of several microns. UV
light can precisely produce submicron domain structures, but the very
shallow depth has limited its practical applications.
This thesis can be divided into two parts. In the first part, a new optical
poling method for fabricating ferroelectric domain structures has been
proposed and demonstrated. Laser writing parameters for domain inversion
were systematically investigated. Domain inversion in congruent lithium
niobate crystals were realized using near-infrared femtosecond laser, without
applying any external electric field. By moving the sample in three
orthogonal directions, various two dimensional domain structures were
fabricated. The minimal separation between neighbouring domains was as
small as 1.5 μm, which was expected to be even smaller using objectives with
higher numerical apertures. With the help of Cerenkov second harmonic
microscopy, not only the optical induced domain inversion process can be
monitored, but also the quality of the inverted domains can be characterized.
It was found that the optically reversed domains can be as deep as 60 μm,
which clearly surpasses the capability of the ultraviolet poling technique and
can be applied in practical applications. As an experimental demonstration, a
QPM structure in a LiNbO3 channel waveguide was fabricated using this all
optical poling technique. Comparing with the UV laser induced periodic
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reduction of the nonlinearity, our all optical poling method utilized the
highest modulation depth of nonlinearity from + χ(2) to - χ(2), eliminating
unnecessary propagation loss for interacting waves. Doubling frequency of a
815 nm light was realized with a conversion efficiency of 17.45%. This study
has demonstrated that this all optical poling method is a powerful technique
which enables precise and flexible domain engineering for various
applications.
In the second part, nonlinear interactions in some new structures and
materials have been investigated. The first one is an initially rectangular
shaped periodically poled lithium niobate crystal, which has one of its corners
cut at 45°. This custom cut crystal enables combination of collinear second
harmonic generation and transverse sum frequency mixing via the total
internal reflection of the fundamental and collinear second harmonic beams.
Multistep cascading frequency conversion processes in this crystal were
investigated. With illuminating of a 1620 nm fundamental beam, apart from
the Cerenkov SHG, two sets of Cerenkov THGs and Cerenkov FHG were
clearly observed. It was also found that enhanced Cerenkov FHG was
realized in this single periodically poled lithium niobate crystal.
The second research topic is using as-grown calcium barium niobate
crystal in broadband frequency conversion. Normally, strontium barium
niobate crystal are used for broadband harmonic generations, but the low
phase transition temperature limits its application in high pump power lasers.
In this study, it has been demonstrated that CBN crystal with 28 mol. % of
calcium has better performance in broadband frequency conversion, due to its
much higher phase transition temperature and larger nonlinearity comparing
with strontium barium niobate crystal. In addition, the spatial distribution of
the intensity of the generated radiation as well as its polarization properties
were investigated.
Finally, nonlinear diffraction in an orientation-patterned semiconducting
material has been experimentally demonstrated. Orientation patterned gallium
arsenide grown by hydride vapour phase epitaxy was utlized for a new
transverse geometry of interaction. Specifically, nonlinear Cerenkov
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diffraction is defined by the longitudinal quasi-phase matching condition,
nonlinear Raman-Nath diffraction satisfies only the transverse quasi-phase
matching condition, and nonlinear Bragg diffraction fulfills the full vectorial
quasi-phase matching conditions. In this study, the concept of transverse
nonlinear parametric interaction has been extended toward infrared frequency
conversion in semiconductors. It has also been demonstrated that Cerenkov
second harmonic microscopy is an effective nondestructive method for
visualising and diagnosing variations of second-order nonlinear coefficients
inside semiconductors.

7.2 Outlook and future work
The highlight of this thesis is the demonstration of an all optical poling
method, which has been used to fabricate quasi phase matching structure for
efficient second harmonic generation. The future investigations of this all
optical poling method can be carried out on two aspects, namely further
optimizing the laser writing parameters and extending its application area.
Although considerable progress has been made in the quality of optical
poled domains comparing with the UV poling technique, the depth of these
reversed domains is still tens of micrometres, which limits its application in
bulk crystals. Systematically investigation the parameters in laser writing is
necessary, not only for better understanding of the physical mechanism, but
also for finding optimal laser writing conditions for fabricating deeper
domains. These parameters include wavelength, pulse duration, repetition rate,
power, polarization of the laser and also the parameters of beam moving. In
addition, spatial modulation of the laser beam may also be helpful for
fabricating deeper domain structures. It has been reported that the spherical
aberration caused by the refractive index mismatch can be corrected by using
a liquid crystal spatial light modulator [191]. The size of the written
structures after correction decreases dramatically, and the fabrication depth
increases by a factor of two to three. This method allows one to fabricate high
quality domain structures and maybe even three dimensional nonlinear
photonic crystals.
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Up to now, our all optical poling method has been applied
predominantly to z-cut congruent lithium niobate crystals and waveguides.
An immediate future direction is to extend this method to thin film lithium
niobate, other cuts and compositions of lithium niobate such as MgO doped
and SLN, and even other ferroelectric crystals such as lithium tantalate, KTP,
SBN and CBN. In fact, our very recent experiments with CBN and BCT
(Ba0.77Ca0.23TiO3) crystals indicate applicability of the all-optical poling
method to these media as well. Although electric field poling is feasible for
many of these materials, most of the time cumbersome design of electrode
pattern is required. If our all optical poling method is capable of inverting
domains in more kinds of materials, it can be combined with other techniques
such as direct laser writing of waveguides, making all optical engineered
nonlinear photonic crystals achievable for a variety of applications.
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